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Virtual reality (VR) is a technologically created, immersive and interactive space. Interior 

design is an important profession where creative and technical solutions are applied to achieve 
a built environment. VR could be very beneficial in that area, but unfortunately most current 
solutions are just for viewing purposes. The main research question in this thesis is to find out 
how to create a simple immersive VR interior design system using a collaborative model? The 
problem is approached via constructive research method; a thorough literature survey along 
with the design, implementation and evaluation of a new immersive design system called VIDS. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The growth in technical and computing capabilities have 
enabled the design of complex software systems capable of 
producing highly immersive virtual reality (VR) systems and virtual 
environments (VE). Although virtual reality has many definitions, 
the usual description is “a technologically created, immersive and 
interactive space designed to invoke the sensory systems into 
perceiving a desired condition or situation” (Bell, 2002). This is 
usually achieved by using a head-mounted display (HMD) or 
multiple large projection displays to create a room in which the 
viewer stands (Cruz-Neira et al., 1993). In the early stages several 
technological barriers combined with high implementation costs 
prevented the VR from being widely accepted. Advances in the VE 
technology, however, have created interest for applications of this 
technology for a vast variety of tasks over the years. 

One possible area where the VR could be very beneficial is 
the area of interior design. Interior design can be defined as a multi-
faceted profession in which creative and technical solutions are 
applied within a structure to achieve a built interior environment 
(NCIDQ, 2005). These solutions should be functional, aesthetically 
attractive and enhance the quality of life and culture of the 
occupants. Unfortunately, one of the biggest problems with the VR 
applications is the fact that while it is fairly easy to import the 
models to the virtual world, the action there is usually restricted just 
to watching and walk-through.  Other activities, such as object 
manipulation, are very limited or even non-existent. However, VR 
has a lot of potential to aid in the design process. An immersive 
large virtual room is exceptionally good for designing bigger 
products that can be seen and adapted there in real size. For 
example, a typical small computer screen does not allow the user to 
move freely inside or outside the building so that he/she could feel 
the actual dimensions and different lighting conditions in real 1:1 
scale. VR also provides good aids for co-operation and teamwork, 
allowing for example engineers specializing in various 
responsibilities to discuss aspects of the still digital product in an 
effective and intuitive way. Figure 1.1 shows an example of VR 
usage for architectural interior design (Savioja et al., 2003). 

Despite the obvious potential, unfortunately most current 
immersive VR design solutions are just for viewing purposes, i.e. 
they provide various walkthrough experiences of the scene 
(Dawood, 2009) (Bruder, 2009). They do not support immediate 
corrections; possible modifications have to be done later “off-line” 
when the exploration is completed. To increase the potential of the 
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VR for design process, it would be desirable to use the VR not only 
as a visualization tool but also for interaction with the underlying 
model. Although it is not adequate in most cases to change the shape 
or position of single geometric entities, it would be quite useful to 
make consistent changes at higher semantic levels. By extending the 
focus of a VR session from visualization and review to change and 
optimization, one can avoid frequent switching from a VR 
environment to a traditional engineering workplace on the desktop. 

However, developing a true VR assisted design (VRAD) tool 
application is a very difficult task, which has limited most of the 
previously reported research efforts to academic prototypes not 
suitable for valuable industrial use. Clearly some new approaches to 
this problem are required. The objective of this research work is to 
create and communicate new knowledge about how to better utilize 
immersive VR in the design process. The research subject is 
examined from the human-computer interaction point of view, with 
interior design as a view angle. Some of the results may be 
applicable also to other areas of the design. For example designing 
cockpits of work machines (Ellman, 2008) has a lot in common with 
the interior design. 

Figure 1.1: Example of VR used for architectural interior design. Top picture 
displays the VR model of a lecture hall from the design stage and the bottom 
picture shows the actual hall when completed. Images courtesy of L. Savioja. 
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1.1 Motivation 

The decision making process when buying furniture is a 
complex one; it involves the consideration of various constraints 
such as budget, available space, time investment, disposal of 
currently usable items, match to existing furniture & lifestyle, etc. 
Also because of the substantial expense and quite long product life 
cycle of furniture, people have to make difficult trade-off decisions 
about crucial factors such as price, style, quality and functionality. In 
addition, after the choice is made, they may often feel unsure about 
whether they did the right choice. People frequently ask questions 
like: “Will it fit in the room?” “Will it work with the rest of the 
furniture and décor of my home?” This uncertainty, which results 
from consumers' inability to try out furniture combinations in a real 
setting, may keep customers out of the furniture marketplace or 
makes them delay purchase decisions (Oh et al., 2004, 2008). 

Also the furniture retailers face difficult challenges in 
meeting the consumers' demands. Because people are looking for 
furniture that represents “who they are”, furniture retailers have to 
carry a wide selection to meet all the different expectations. 
However, they are limited by the bulky nature of the product, space 
limitations and diverse consumer tastes, ending up with a significant 
amount of inventories (Spalding, 2001) (Tewary, 2003). 

Fortunately computers have brought at least a partial solution 
to some of these problems. Nowadays there are different 
applications that show a digital model of a room or whatever 
location in a computer screen and let the user move and modify 
everything there virtually. This saves time, money and trouble. For 
example different design studios, architectural offices and stores that 
sell furniture & other interior material have their own software 
available for the customers. For background study a qualitative 
interior design research was conducted in two different places. The 
author planned one kitchen in Omakotimaailma 
(http://www.omakotimaailma.fi) and the other in IKEA department 
store (http://www.ikea.fi). Omakotimaailma uses NELKO kitchen 
design software and IKEA their own kitchen planner (also available 
on-line at 
http://www.ikea.com/ms/fi_FI/rooms_ideas/splashplanners.html). 
Both programs are quite extensive and feature-rich, an example of 
IKEA kitchen planner software is shown in Figure 1.2.  
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Figure 1.2: Example screenshot from IKEA kitchen planner software. 

However, both systems have at least one common and quite 
serious weakness. It is not easy and fluent for the user to see & feel 
how the room will look in real life. In both programs there is a 
possibility to render three-dimensional (3D) ray traced images of the 
model. But this process is quite troublesome and not practical at all. 
One must first manually set the viewpoint from the two-dimensional 
(2D) view and then start the rendering. When the process is 
completed, one single image of the model is finally shown. If you 
make modifications to the model or wish to look for it from a 
different angle, you must start this process from the beginning. 
Because of this most of the design process is done with 2D-view. As 
a result the user may still have quite limited understanding of how 
the room will actually look & feel. 

Immersive virtual reality is the next step from an ordinary 
computer screen. Potential for aiding the interior design is very 
extensive. Inside the VR, almost everything is possible; you can 
visualize the architecture, lighting, acoustics, and if proper data is 
available, even the heating, plumbing and air-conditioning solutions. 
But even though the benefits for interior design with the aid from 
VR are quite obvious, for some reason this issue has not been 
studied much. There are only a few immersive VR interior design 
applications existing today and typically they require that possible 
modifications to the model have to be done separately “off-line”. 
This limits the flexibility and plasticity of these applications to the 
schematic design stage, and is good only for using VR technology as 
a production tool instead of as a generative tool. Moreover, it is not 
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always feasible at all to compare the newly generated design with an 
older version simply by reloading a database. The lack of immediate 
interaction and feedback may cause visual perception errors while 
modifying the design in a more traditional modeling package. 
Further, the user may not recall the exact design flaw observed in the 
virtual setting (Chan, 2001). 

Clearly there was a need for more research in this area and 
this is why the author decided to start studying interior design in 
immersive virtual reality. The aim was to obtain a deeper 
understanding about systems that would allow direct modifications 
to the model on the fly. This kind of applications has been tried 
before but the results have been limited to simple academic 
prototypes and reported experiments mostly just first-hand 
experiences. It seems that one of the main reasons for earlier 
research projects to cease is that their goals have been a little bit too 
ambitious. There have been efforts to create systems where a single 
user could handle everything by himself. While this is a respectable 
objective, it is also very challenging one. For example, creating a 
practical user interface (UI) for object manipulation in immersive 
VR is not a trivial task at all. In this research the author wanted to 
find out if it would be possible to use a simpler approach with a 
collaborative model and not to lose any of the desired functionality 
in the process? This required studying previous scientific research 
projects but also creating a new immersive interior design system. 
The research utilized an immersive virtual reality room created by 
our research team. 
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1.1.1 EVE – Experimental Virtual Environment 

Department of Media Technology has long traditions in 
studying different virtual reality issues. Our research group built a 
full-scale virtual room called Experimental Virtual Environment 
(EVE, see also http://eve.hut.fi) (Jalkanen, 2000), which was a 
model example of a typical surround-screen virtual environment 
system. Inside the EVE rear-projection screens, measuring 
approximately 3 by 3 meters, completely surrounded the users (see 
Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.4). The stereoscopic images were reflected 
into the screens and viewed through shutter glasses. As a result of 6 
degree-of-freedom (DOF) head tracking the user could move around 
stereoscopic three-dimensional objects that he or she saw. There 
were also several other tracked sensors that were used to provide 
interaction with the virtual environment. 

Figure 1.3: Diagrammatic model of the EVE by Seppo Äyräväinen. 

The main computer in the EVE was Silicon Graphics Onyx2 
InfiniteReality2 and the video projectors were four ElectroHome 
Marquee 8500 LC Ultras. There were also a couple of Linux-PC 
computers, one for magnetic tracker (Ascension MotionStar) and the 
other for additional devices, such as data gloves etc. Unfortunately 
the hardware in the EVE got out-of-date, so currently the EVE has 
been dismantled. There have been some preliminary plans to replace 
the system with a PC-cluster (Kontio, 2005), but current VR 
research is conducted in our simpler VR facility in the Odeion-room. 
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Figure 1.4: EVE in action. Magnetic tracking system (sender) was located in the black box.  

Early research efforts in the EVE had concentrated mostly on 
virtual acoustics (Savioja, 1999) and graphical visualization. The 
idea for this thesis was developed during the BS-VE –project 
(Building Services in Virtual Environments) (Gröhn et al., 2001) 
(Laakso, 2001) (Mantere, 2001). It was a collaboration project 
between Aalto University and several companies, aimed to develop 
methods and techniques for visualizing different building services 
systems in a 3D virtual reality environment. Some examples can be 
seen in Figures 1.1 and 1.4. The results of this project allowed the 
users to explore photo-realistic building interiors inside the EVE. 
While this was nice, it would be much more useful and interesting if 
one could also modify them. But this was not possible – at least not 
“on-line”. 

There had been some experiments with object manipulation 
in the EVE in the HELMA-project (Fine Motor Interaction Methods 
for Immersive Free-Hand Expression, see also 
http://www.tml.tkk.fi/Research/HELMA/) (Mäkelä & Ilmonen, 
2004), but they were concentrated on free-hand drawing – for 
creating free-hand geometric forms and particles from an artistic 
perspective. There was a clear need for experiments with computer 
aided design (CAD) -based immersive design system. 
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1.2 Research Objectives 

The objective of this research has been to provide a 
qualitative and quantitative evaluation of different aspects related to 
human experience and performance in immersive VR interior 
design. Following subsections present the research questions and the 
scope of the research. 

1.2.1 Research Questions 

The main research question in this thesis has been to find out
how to create a simple immersive VR interior design system 
using a collaborative model? In this context the term collaborative 
model refers to an approach where the design process utilizes 
divided co-operation. The user is inside the EVE, allowed to freely 
navigate around the virtual models but not actually modify them. 
That part of the task is left to the “wizard” on a nearby CAD-PC. 
The general idea is that the user makes verbal design requests and 
the wizard fulfills them in collaboration with the user. 

Naturally a thorough answer to this question also requires 
finding out if creating such a system makes any sense? So based on 
the main research problem, several interesting issues for 
subquestions emerge: 

- How useful such a system is? The aim is to measure 
usefulness from the user’s point of view – to find out if it 
is possible to perform successful interior design by using 
this system. Aspects such as satisfaction and ease of use - 
what are the strengths & weaknesses of the system? This 
is mostly qualitative issue (studied from the experiments 
through observations and interviews), but also some 
quantitative deductions can be made. 

- What attributes make an immersive VR interior design 
system practical? The objective is to gather and 
summarize the key set of features that enable nifty design 
process. This requires thorough analysis of our novel 
system but also studying and comparing previously 
reported VR–based interior design systems. 

- What is a functional way to navigate in virtual 
architectural environments? There exists several VR 
movement techniques, they must be experimented with 
and studied especially from the interior design point of 
view. 
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The research presented in this thesis is not expected to reveal 
perfect answers to all the problems, but shed some light on the 
questions and possible solutions. 

1.2.2 Scope of the Thesis 

There are several types of virtual environments and terms VR 
and VE are used by many different people with numerous meanings. 
The simplest VR systems are non-immersive, where the user views 
the virtual world indirectly through a computer monitor or some 
other display. Technically non-immersive systems, also called 
desktop VR, are not considered to be “real” VR systems. More 
advanced VR systems, such as EVE, completely immerse the user’s 
personal viewpoint inside the virtual world. The user is essentially 
surrounded by the VE and he interacts with the VE using some non-
conventional input device, such as a wand or a data glove. A third 
alternative is augmented reality (AR) or mixed reality (MR) systems 
where the virtual world is superimposed over the real world. In 
AR/MR the intent is to supplement the real world with useful 
information, for example, guidance in performing real world tasks. 
This thesis focuses on issues for immersive VR systems, although 
some of the material may be applicable to non-immersive and 
AR/MR systems also. 

Out of the universal tasks in VE (Bowman, 2002), the main 
emphasis here is on navigation. This is extremely important issue 
because in order to really immerse in the virtual world the user needs 
to be able to move fluently and effortlessly. Research has shown that 
fluent movement in the VE is related to a high sense of presence 
(Särkelä et al., 2009). Also earlier experiments have found that the 
ease of use and controllability are related to high presence (Novak et 
al., 2000) (Schubert et al., 2001) (Schuemie et al., 2001) (Witmer 
and Singer, 1998). 

Another deeply examined topic is interior design. The 
analysis concentrates on designing process in general. Developing 
and implementing a novel user interface for object manipulation in 
immersive VR from scratch would have been extremely interesting 
but also too laborious for one thesis. Instead some simple and clever 
solutions are used to obtain collaborative immersive VR interior 
design environment. The focus in this thesis is on interacting through 
a computer instead of interacting with a computer. 
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1.3 Research Methods 

The research utilized constructive research method 
(Crnkovic, 2010), which aims at producing novel solutions to 
practically and theoretically relevant problems. The key idea of 
constructive research is the construction, based on the existing 
knowledge used in novel ways, with possibly adding a few missing 
links. Constructive research method implies on building of an 
artifact that solves a domain specific problem in order to create 
knowledge about how the problem can solved in principle. The 
general objective is to solve several related knowledge problems 
related to issues such as feasibility, improvement and novelty. 

Research was started with a thorough literature survey on 
several subjects. These included previous immersive VR interior 
design research areas. Also all the relevant issues related to interior 
design in immersive VR, such as navigation theory, VR object 
manipulation and human-computer interaction (HCI) aspects, were 
studied carefully. After the literature survey, design and 
implementation of a new immersive design system was started. This 
consisted of a system, which allows users to freely navigate around 
virtual models and manipulate them in co-operation with a “wizard” 
on a nearby CAD-PC. Research related to this system can be divided 
into two main parts: 

  
1. Implementation of a VR navigation system. Finding an easy 

and practical way to move around in different virtual 
environments This required studying navigation theories and 
testing various interaction devices and techniques. Being a 
crucial starting point, this part of research will provide a direct 
answer the research subquestion “What is a functional way to 
navigate in virtual architectural environments?” but was also a 
key prerequisite for other subquestions. Three evaluation studies 
with 16 test users were conducted to evaluate different users’ 
navigation abilities with different tools. Four input devices were 
chosen to be tested: a wireless mouse with trackball, self-made 
wand variant, a data glove and a speech recognition system. Both 
qualitative and quantitative analysis was made in all of the three 
experiments. The time to complete each task was measured and 
in most cases the user routes were recorded. Multiple average 
values were calculated from this data, the most important issues 
being the total distance traveled, average/maximum speed, 
number of stops and the percentage of completion time stood 
still. Subject behavior was also recorded in written notes 
documenting the observations and comments made during the 
experiment. All the subjects were also interviewed afterwards 
about the ease of use and how they experienced the different 
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input devices as navigation tools in a virtual environment. The 
purpose of these tests was to find out if there emerges significant 
differences in navigation performance between different devices. 

2. Addition of the design element & system evaluation. The next 
step and the actual goal of research was to implement the design 
element to the system. This called for more constructive methods 
and involved issues such as object manipulation, system control 
and model integration between CAD & VR systems. Also human 
thinking aspects related to design needed to be taken into 
account. Various earlier research studies were examined as 
several problems had to be solved in order to create a practical 
collaborative design environment for immersive VR. Simple and 
straightforward solutions were required since creating a 
completely new massive VR design system with a unique new 
user interface was beyond the scope of this thesis. Existing open-
source CAD-programs were evaluated to find the one to be 
added to EVE’s Linux-computer and modified to communicate 
with the main computer. When this was combined with the 
navigation system, a new design system was completed – 
something that can be called Virtual Immersive Design System 
or simply VIDS. To determine how well immersive VR interior 
design can be performed using VIDS, an evaluation test was 
conducted. 24 test users participated in an experiment where the 
subject was kitchen furnishing; the task was to create a virtual 
dream kitchen. Both qualitative and quantitative analysis was 
carried out – the three main research methods were average 
values, observations and interview results. The whole test 
session was monitored and recorded with a video camera. Final 
kitchen models and also all design versions of the kitchen for 
every subject were saved to disk for later analysis. Several 
average values were measured from the data, the most important 
aspects being the number of design requests, number of objects 
and the complexity of the final model. Various types of 
observations were made during the sessions, both from the 
process (user behavior during the experiment) and the kitchen 
models (intermediate versions as well as the final one). After the 
test the users were interviewed with a semi-structured interview. 
The interview contained discussion about collaborative interior 
design in general, opinions & comments (strengths/weaknesses) 
about VIDS, interior design preferences and important kitchen 
design issues. One key point was to find out what are the most 
important issues in interior design and then analyze how much 
VIDS supports evaluating them. Another way to interpret the 
effectiveness of VIDS was to examine if the end results (finished 
kitchens) match real life, i.e. are similar to real actual kitchens. 
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Summary of the most common and important issues related to 
kitchen design were acquired from the interviews. By observing 
the final kitchen models it was possible to see if these issues 
were included in the rooms created by the test users. This part of 
research will provide answers to the research subquestions “How 
useful such a system is?” and “What attributes make an 
immersive VR interior design system practical?” 

Following chapters will describe the two main parts of VIDS 
research in detail. 

Several experiments were conducted in the EVE along the VIDS 
creation. Because of the partly qualitative nature of the experiments, 
the test persons were carefully chosen to represent enough diversity. 
All the experiments utilized the following pattern:
a) Define the user scenario(s) to be used. 
b) Select the analysis methodology – evaluation criteria, indicators 

to be used to measure things, means to collect data for the 
analysis, etc. 

c) Collect the data. 
d) Conduct the analysis of the data, derive the conclusions on and 

document the results. 

1.4 Contributions 

This thesis studies different aspects related to human 
experience and performance in immersive VR. Partial results have 
been published in (Laakso & Repokari, 2002), (Laakso, 2003), 
(Laakso et al., 2003) and (Laakso, 2004). The main contributions of 
this thesis are 

• Novel application: detailed description of design, 
implementation and evaluation of a collaborative immersive VR 
design system called VIDS (Chapters 3, 4 and 5). 

• New method for evaluating virtual environment navigation 
performance. Explicit research results for mouse, hand, wand 
and speech related navigation (Laakso & Repokari, 2002) 
(Laakso, 2003) (Laakso et al., 2003) indicate that hand and wand 
are the best choices for movement in virtual architectural 
environments (Chapter 3). 

• Attributes of practical immersive VR interior design system 
(Chapter 6). Based on the research, following issues can be 
summarized: The system should provide the user with a realistic 
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first-person perspective of the environment. It should be 
embedded with an ergonomic, quick and practical way to move 
around the environment. The possibility to collaborate is also 
important. If some type of pre-defined catalogue (for furniture 
etc.) is used, it should preferably be merged into the software. To 
make sure that the interior design goes swiftly and smoothly, all 
design modifications should be visible to the user as soon as 
possible. 

1.5 Structure of the Thesis 

The chapters of this thesis are organized as follows. 

• Chapter 2 is a literature study, which introduces previously 
reported immersive VR interior design research, and presents a 
comparison chart of different systems. The chapter also discusses 
matters related to design and collaboration in VR, describing a 
typical design model framework and presenting the most 
interesting collaboration research results. 

• Chapter 3 presents the research required to find a practical way 
to move around in different virtual environments. The chapter 
introduces the theory and previous work related to VE 
navigation, describes the setup & results of three navigation 
experiments conducted in the EVE and discusses the meaning of 
the results. 

• Chapter 4 discusses the addition of the design element of VIDS. 
The chapter presents several problems related to design in VE, 
describes the collaborative design solutions adopted in this 
research and introduces the process of combining the navigation 
and design elements. 

• Chapter 5 introduces the interior design experiment conducted 
with VIDS. The chapter describes the experiment setup as well 
as the evaluation methods and presents the results.

• Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and discusses the potential of 
immersive virtual interior design systems. The chapter describes 
the strengths and weaknesses of VIDS as well as presents 
possible future work for the system. The chapter also 
summarizes the attributes of practical immersive VR interior 
design system.  

Finally, Chapter 7 presents the summary of the thesis.  
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Appendix-section includes various additional information 
and more detailed data from the experiments. Appendix A presents 
the language syntax used in the speech related navigation 
experiment. Appendix B shows the box-plot figures of the data 
gathered from all the navigation tests. Appendix C displays the 
kitchen catalogue and Appendix D shows all 24 final kitchen 
models. Appendix E presents one example of kitchen design process 
and Appendix F shows the semi-structured interview questions used 
in the kitchen design experiment. Appendix G displays the box-plot 
figures of the data gathered from the kitchen design experiment. 
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2 RELATED RESEARCH 

As stated earlier, interior design is one of the most obvious 
uses of immersive VR. It has also been very often mentioned when 
various people have presented their visions for benefits and potential 
applications of VR. Based on this, it is sort of puzzling why this 
issue has not been already completely scientifically studied. Actually 
on the contrary, the general idea in previously reported research has 
too often been that VR is used just for walkthrough experience of the 
space, and possible modifications to the model must be done later 
off-line. While VR walkthrough has been shown to be beneficial for 
communicating information about the visual forms and spatial 
relationships in interior design (Jongran, 1998), it is not in the scope 
of this thesis.  

Unfortunately those few applications that allow direct 
interior design in immersive VR have been academic prototypes and 
reported experimental results mostly based on first-hand 
experiences. It appears that most projects have started with lot of 
enthusiasm. But this has faded away as the true nature and 
complexity of the task has become visible. Developing a “perfect” 
system where the user has total control over everything and anything 
is possible is a very ambitious and challenging mission. Behind the 
work described in this thesis is the hypothesis that this is not 
necessary, simpler collaborative solutions can be applied. 
Collaboration in general has been shown to be a beneficial issue, 
also in immersive VR. 

Section 2.1 describes the most relevant previously reported 
immersive interior design projects (presented in chronological 
order). Section 2.2 presents a design model framework and earlier 
research related to VR collaboration.  

2.1 Previous Immersive Interior Design Work 

2.1.1 ViVA and KiPS 

One of the earliest immersive interior design projects were 
ViVA and KiPS developed by Matsushita Electric Works, Ltd in the 
beginning of the 1990's. The ViVA system (Virtual Reality for Vivid 
A&I space system) was developed in 1991 to allow customers to 
pseudo experience their custom kitchen (Nomura et al., 1992). The 
system was based on a VPL RB2 (one of the first commercial VR 
hardware systems) with custom software linking the system to CAD 
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program. The user interacted with the virtual world through a HMD 
(EyePhones) and a DataGlove. Cabinets could be opened, dishes 
moved, and 3D spatialized sounds could be heard. In 1994, progress 
was made to widen the territory from a kitchen to a whole house and 
to develop human interface to check the house utility. The system 
was also extended with a multi-display large cylindrical screen 
which allowed more than 30 persons to participate together at the 
same time (Shibano et al., 1994). The stereoscopic view was 
experienced through the use of polarizing glasses. 

ViVA was in practical use in Matsushita’s Shinjuku 
showroom in Tokyo from 1991 until 1994. Although the VR system 
interfaced properly with their kitchen CAD system, the hardware of 
the system was expensive (over $500,000), so the system was not 
duplicated for nationwide showrooms. KiPS (Kitchen Planning-
Support System) (Yamamura et al., 1996) was developed to replace 
ViVA. The system used a personal computer to achieve hardware 
cost reduction and a user-friendly interface. KiPS was based on a 
Sense8 Corporation’s WorldToolKit. The user-friendly interface 
devices like joysticks and touch screens allowed novice users to 
experience the VR environment more easily. Although the details, 
rendering resolution and the frame rate were not as fine as in ViVA, 
the new system provided enough rendering performance for 
customers to have a good idea of their kitchen layout design. As an 
option, a HMD and a 3D-mouse could be connected to the system 
for an immersive VR experience. And to allow participation in the 
VR experience by several persons, a large cylindrical screen could 
be introduced for simultaneous VR-experience for many customers.  

KiPS was in practical use in Matsushita’s three showrooms 
(Tokyo, Yokohama, Osaka) for several years. But being a stand-
alone system, it could not be adopted at home. So KiPS was 
extended to be accessed partially from the net (Fukuda et al., 1997). 
The idea was that first the potential customers designed the basic 
layout of their kitchen by themselves at home using a browser. 
When further design manoeuvres were required, the model could be 
saved to an online system. Users could then visit one of Matsushita's 
showroom to finish it in detail with a kitchen planner (i.e. a live 
salesperson), maybe using also KiPS to see some specific details.  

These systems were not just academic prototypes, some of 
them were in active use for several years. However, they were quite 
elementary and primitive applications. There was not much that the 
user could do; actual modifications were very limited. It seems that 
these systems were built mostly for show purposes, i.e. to ”lure” 
potential customers into showrooms to purchase something using 
more conventional methods. Also the reports published from these 
systems were just technical descriptions, no scientific evaluation 
whatsoever has been completed. 
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2.1.2 Room Designer 

In 1999 Joseph LaViola completed his Master’s Thesis about 
whole-hand and speech input in VEs (LaViola, 1999). It investigated 
the use of two input methods in the context of two application 
domains: scientific visualization and interior design. According to 
LaViola, using more than one input mode can be both beneficial and 
intuitive as a communication medium between humans and 
computers. Especially whole-hand and speech input represent a very 
natural form of communication. By examining these modalities 
through the creation of two application prototypes the aim of the 
thesis was to present a set of interface guidelines and interaction 
techniques for them. 

The first prototype was a Multimodal Scientific Visualization 
Tool (MSVT) (Bryson, 1997). The second application was a system 
called Room Designer, for populating simple architectural spaces 
with furniture and other interior decorations. Room Designer used 
the surround screen hardware providing the user with a fully 
immersive VE experience, as shown in Figure 2.1. Users could 
navigate by pulling themselves through the environment, however 
movement was allowed only in horizontal level. Using the 
Fakespace Pinch Gloves and a set of speech commands users could 
perform interior design activities. Furniture and the other interior 
decorations were instantiated by using a “point, speak, and cycle” 
interaction metaphor. When users pinched and held the left hand's 
thumb and middle finger, two application states were activated. 
First, a virtual laser pointer was created which extended from the left 
index finger, the location of one of the hand trackers. Second, the 
speech interface was activated allowing users to utter voice 
commands. Using the virtual laser pointer, users pointed at a 
particular location and asked for a particular type of object, for 
example, by saying “give me a chair please”. The chair then 
appeared in the requested location facing the user. The chair that was 
instantiated may not be of the appropriate type. So, users could cycle 
through the available chairs in the database by moving their left hand 
across their body while pinching the thumb and pinkie. Already 
placed furniture or interior decorations could be moved with simple 
direct manipulation. Users could grab an existing object by moving a 
hand to the approximate location of the object. Using a thumb to 
index finger pinching posture, users could pick up the object and 
transfer it to a different location. Users could also delete objects in 
the environment by grabbing hold of the object and then throwing it 
over their shoulder (deletion technique adapted from (Mine, 1997)). 

While the Room Designer concept was quite interesting the 
system was far from perfect. Users could only add and move objects, 
not modify them. The furniture database was quite limited and there 
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were no textures used. The speech recognition system suffered partly 
from external noise. But the most disappointing fact is that no actual 
scientific evaluation was made from the use of the application. Only 
first-hand comments from “a number of users” were reported. They 
found the navigation mode giving them active role and the ability to 
point & speak to create and place the furniture simple to use and 
easy to remember. The cycling part of the interface was found to be 
difficult to use, especially if there were more than a handful of 
different types. A few users commented that with further refinement 
and extensions the Room Designer could even have commercial 
utility. In the end of his thesis LaViola listed several issues of future 
development. Unfortunately no future work has been published. 

Figure 2.1: User moving a chair in the Room Designer. Image courtesy of J. LaViola. 

2.1.3 VADeT 

Room Designer was loosely related to system called Virtual 
Architectural Design Tool (VADeT), which was a prototype of an 
immersive environment for interactive architectural design (Hill et 
al., 1999). VADeT provided CAD capabilities inside the C2 
immersive virtual environment (surround-screen VR system) to 
establish a new, diversified tool for architectural and interior design. 
Users interacted with the system via a three-button wand with 6 
DOF tracking. Action was performed by pressing the buttons and/or 
manipulating the wand position and orientation. The buttons on the 
wand represented a set of VADeT actions that were grouped by 
similarity in purpose (button 1: object modifications, button 2: 
select/deselect, button 3: menu operations). A wand position 
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indicator showed the tracked position of the wand input-device in 
the virtual space. Users designed in VADeT by performing a 
combination of mode selections, shape selections, and object 
modifications. Design components were selected for modification by 
wand proximity to the object or ray casting from top of the wand 
while pressing the Select Object button. Once an edit mode was 
selected and a shape identified for modification, users could edit the 
shape with the Modify Object button. This button performed the 
selected modification on the selected object. Menu operations gave 
the user an exact input method. The user might highlight an option 
on the menu by aiming the wand toward the desired option. Upon 
repressing the menu operations button, the highlighted operation was 
selected. The shape palette displayed all available design primitives. 
The shapes available in the VADeT system included cube, wall, 
arch, beam, roof, pyramid, wedge, cone, torus, sphere, and column. 
Users were free to move within the 12' x 12' x 9' volume of the C2, 
as shown in Figure 2.2. The user might change the position and 
orientation of his/her head to view different sides of the design. 
When selected, navigation mode allowed users to navigate and/or 
rotate in the direction indicated by the wand. 

From scientific point of view, VADeT suffers from the same 
problem as Room Designer. The system was briefly tested in two 
separate experiments (Hill et al., 1999) (Chan, 2001) but mostly just 
first-hand comments have been reported. User tests indicate that 
users were able to learn the basic operations of the VADeT system 
in a short amount of time. Experiments showed that users can easily 
understand the operation of the menus, however a delicate motor 
control is required to “aim” for an operation while simultaneously 
pressing a wand button. Hierarchical 2D menus caused an extra 
challenge because it was not always clear which menu items would 
lead to additional menus and which caused actions to be performed. 
Another difficulty arose when users performed ray selection of 
objects.  In some cases inadvertent selections would occur and very 
often the users would perform modifications on the incorrectly 
selected shape before realizing which object was actually selected. 
Input device’s functional overload was also very high in VADeT. 
Button operations were chosen to be as consistent as possible and to 
assign similar mode sensitive functions to the same buttons. One 
button performed all object editing operations, one button performed 
all object selection, and the last button performed all menu 
operations. This assignment model worked quite well until more 
complex operations like shape grouping or design playback 
capabilities were selected. Users reported difficulties remembering 
the mapping between wand buttons and virtual environment 
operations. 
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Both experiment reports end with a list of future 
development issues. VADeT is possibly still used for demo usage in 
VRAC, but no future work has been published. 

Figure 2.2: Users experimenting with the VADeT. Images courtesy of L. Hill.
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2.1.4 Residential Home Designer 

Also Cowden et al. have experimented with virtual interior 
design (Cowden et al., 2003) (Mackie et al., 2004). Their initial 
prototype allowed users to navigate through and interact with a 
predefined 3D home model. The model was built using a standard 
3D modeling tool (Discreet’s 3D Studio Max). Model elements were 
identified by giving them standard names related to their function in 
the model, e.g. “window”, “wall”, “door”, etc. The system loaded 
these elements as separate 3D objects and placed the model in the 
scene. Because the software was built using the application 
programming interface DIVERSE (Kelso et al., 2002) it could run 
on several display devices, such as a HMD or even on a typical 
desktop display. However, the system was being developed 
primarily for use in a CAVE environment. 

The user could navigate around and through the model in 
three dimensions. Navigation utilized the pointing technique (Mine, 
1995), in which users pointed the physical wand in the direction they 
wanted to travel, and then used the joystick to move in that direction 
or the reverse direction. The joystick was also used to virtually turn 
about the vertical axis of the environment. The system provided 
affordances and feedback by displaying a graphical representation of 
the wand input device on one or more walls of the CAVE. This 
“virtual wand” had labels next to each of the buttons that show the 
user which commands are currently mapped to the buttons of the 
wand, as shown in Figure 2.3. 

Interaction with the model was limited to hiding/showing 
individual elements. When the user pointed the physical wand at an 
object that is selectable, such as a wall, window, or piece of 
furniture, the virtual wand display showed that a button press would 
result in selection of that object. Once an object was selected it could 
be hidden/deleted, moved, etc. depending on the type of object. To 
re-display hidden objects, there was a mode called “show” that 
displayed all hidden objects as transparent. The user could then point 
to a hidden object and press the “show object” button, causing it to 
become opaque again. In addition, the user could choose to re-
display all hidden objects of a certain type, such as showing all 
walls. 
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Figure 2.3: Moving around in the Residential Home Designer.  
Image courtesy of J. Cowden.

The authors conducted a usability evaluation study with the 
system in conjunction with a 2D desktop design tool (Mackie et al., 
2004). The desktop tool was a simple instrument consisting of a grid 
or workspace on which the user could create, edit, or delete elements 
of a building structure. When the model was ready it was saved. 
Then the immersive tool was started and the model loaded into it. 
After this, the user could navigate around the model and move & 
resize windows and doors. The system was tested with 8 users. Each 
began the session by working with the desktop tool. Once they had 
finished creating a floor plan, their work was saved and loaded into 
the CAVE computer. In the CAVE, the users were asked to perform 
four specific tasks related to adding, moving and resizing windows 
into different walls.  

The results showed that current prototypes were reasonably 
intuitive. However, only a small portion of the planned immersive 
design functionality was implemented at this point. In the end of the 
papers the authors present their future enhancement plans. These 
include adding an initialization tool that will ease the specification of 
models for the system. They also inform that they would add the 
actual object manipulation part to the software. However, the authors 
state that this would be not trivial at all. A 3D menu system could be 
one solution, but comes with its disadvantages as well. Once again, 
it is sad to notice the lack of any additional reports. It is unlikely that 
this work has been progressing much.  
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2.1.5 Interactive Interior Design System 

One example of more recent research is the work reported by 
Sasaki et al. (2005). Their project aimed to connect various VR/MR 
platforms and to realize seamless collaborative works. They 
introduced direct manipulation interfaces for portable or fixed shared 
VR/MR space, and an Interactive 3D Marker for displaying and 
manipulating virtual objects. The users wear the HMD with attached 
camera and a wearable computer as a processing unit. 

Hand Interface is a non-contact interface; the user performs 
actions within the camera view. This system allows users to move 
freely in the immersive environment and to manipulate the virtual 
objects naturally by the operations of touching, grasping, pointing 
and so on. The user has only to attach the infrared (IR) rays 
reflecting markers on the fixed points of his/her body. When the user 
makes some action, the system obtains the 3D position of each IR 
marker through several IR cameras. Based on the positions of the 
markers, the system assumes the position of the user’s body parts 
and recognizes what action he/she makes. The action is classified 
into three types. Whole action is the action moving the whole body 
such as going around in the immersive space. In order to detect 
whole action, the user’s position and direction in the immersive 
space is needed. The system uses two IR markers attached to 3D 
eyeglass to detect a middle point as the position of the user’s head. 
Local near action is the action when interacting virtual objects near 
the user. Local far action has similar aim as local near action. It is 
used to manipulate virtual objects far from the user by combining 
pointing action and local near action. To achieve this, IR markers are 
attached to hand for detecting local near action and to elbow & 
shoulder for the pointing action. The system detects the hand’s 
action from the marker with the hand. The pointing action is 
assumed from the location of hand, elbow, shoulder and head.  

Interactive 3D Markers are used to acquire geometric and 
photometric information simultaneously with low processing cost. 
This marker consists of a cube with four 2D codes on the side and a 
spherical mirror on the top. A unique pattern is assigned to each 2D 
code to use it to detect which side is seen from the camera. The 
marker can obtain its position and posture from the 2D codes and 
lighting condition from a spherical mirror. So, when a user 
manipulates this marker directly such as moves or rotates it, a virtual 
object assigned to this marker can be displayed immediately 
according to the lighting and geometry conditions in the real space.  

Sasaki et al. have also created Interactive Interior Design 
System using these components. Overview of the system is shown in 
Figure 2.4. The users can perform interior design by putting and 
moving Interactive 3D Markers on the place they like freely. As 
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each marker is assigned to some interior object in advance, a marker 
within the user’s view through the HMD is displayed as a virtual 
interior object according to the lighting and geometry condition of 
this marker in the real space. In addition to moving the objects, users 
can also reassign Interactive 3D Markers from a certain interior 
object to another. When the user opens his/her hand widely within 
the user’s view, the system calls up Hand Menu. Hand Menu has the 
menu items such as the interior object’s name or icons. When the 
user selects a certain menu item by touching a menu item with 
his/her index finger, the system reassigns a selected object to the 
appropriate marker. 

The system appears quite interesting. Unfortunately the 
application is just presented as an academic prototype. There is no 
scientific evaluation of any kind and no indications of any future 
work being planned for the system. 

Figure 2.4: Overview of the Interactive Interior Design System (courtesy of H. Sasaki).
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2.1.6 Comparison of VR Interior Design Systems 

Table 2.1 shows a comparison chart of previously discussed 
VR interior design systems. One can see that previously only 
VADeT and Residential Home Designer have been scientifically 
evaluated.  

ViVa 
& KiPS 

Room 
Designer 

VADeT Residential 
Home Designer 

Interactive 
Interior 
Design 
System 

VR techn. HMD CAVE CAVE CAVE HMD 

Hand/wand 
input 

DataGlove Pinch gloves 3-button 
wand 

Wand with 
joystick 

IR markers 
on body 

Speech 
input 

--- Speech recog. 
with a single 

command 

--- --- --- 

Free 
movement 

Navigation 
with 

DataGlove 

Navigation by 
“pulling the 

environment” 

Navigation 
with wand 

Navigation with 
wand and 
joystick 

Navigation 
with 

physical 
movement 

Realistic 
VE 

No No No Yes Yes 

Can 
add/remove 

objects 

Very 
limited 

40 different 
furniture to 
choose from 

Several 
design 

primitives 
available 

Hiding/showing 
individual 
elements 

IR markers 
can be 

added and 
moved 

Can modify 
objects 

Very 
limited 

--- Translate, 
rotate, 

scale, color 

--- --- 

Scientific 
evaluation? 

--- --- Two small 
experiments 

8 test users --- 

Table 2.1: Comparison chart of different previous VR interior design systems. 

2.1.7 Current Situation 

It seems that nowadays the biggest interest towards 
architectural interior design in immersive VR has been fading away. 
Some progress has been made with modified game engines 
(Shiratuddin & Fletcher, 2007) (Kitchens & Shiratuddin, 2007), but 
there has not been much experiments or studies reported lately. One 
area where immersive interior design appears to be commonly used 
is design of car interiors. Couple of examples include (Gennaro, 
2003) and (Dmitriev, 2004). While this is an interesting issue and 
this area of research probably has lot of unexplored potential, it is 
not in the scope of this thesis. 
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2.2 Design & Collaboration in VR 

 The following subsections will discuss matters related to design and 
collaboration in VR. Typical design model framework will be introduced. 
Most interesting collaboration research results will also be presented. 

2.2.1 Design Model Framework 

We associate the designer’s perception of the form and 
spatial relationships of the design components with the designers´ 
spatial cognition (Maher and Kim, 2005). For example, the meaning 
of “space” to the designers is not an abstract of empty space, but 
rather of the identity and the relative locations of the objects in 
space. Space is then decomposed into particular objects and the 
spatial relationships among them viewed from a particular 
perspective. The spatial relationships may include functional 
reasoning since design is required to satisfy intended functions. 
Spatial cognition can be summarized as a kind of an image in one’s 
mind when performing a design task. This image can be called as 
“mental model” (MM) (Gentner & Stevens, 1983). Then there is also 
“actual model” (AM), something that one is actually manually 
working with. This can be a real physical object, such as clay model, 
piece of wood, etc., or something more virtual, such as a drawing on 
a paper or a model in a CAD-program. Nowadays it is usually a 
CAD-program or something related to it. 

Design (in ideal case) can be seen as a process where one 
tries to make the final version of the mental model and the actual 
model to match together, i.e. to be identical (Cooper et al., 2007). 
When one modifies the mental model in his mind, one must also 
update the actual model accordingly. Naturally this process is 
usually repeated over and over before the designer is satisfied with 
the result. And of course one can do several modifications to the 
mental model and only finally update the actual model to match it. 
But in any case, the matching of mental and actual models can be 
seen as a finish condition of the process. Figure 2.5 shows the 
different models and a proposed simplified flow chart of the design 
process. In the diagram, the Idle-state is the starting state as well as 
the ending state where the process always returns. The idea is that 
the designer first “updates” the mental model in his/her mind. After 
this the mental model and the actual model do not match anymore, 
so the designer must “update” also the actual model. The process is 
repeated until the designer is satisfied with the result. The picture 
simplifies the design process by claiming that mental model 
updating and actual model updating cannot be done in parallel. Of 
course an experienced designer can do them both in the same time. 
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But novices may have problems in that. Especially if the designer 
has some problems with updating the actual model, it is not easy to 
do mental model updates either. In some cases one can even be 
forced to modify the mental model based on actual model update 
being too difficult or time-consuming. This is indicated with dashed 
line from NO-match alternative to Update Mental Model –state. 

   
Figure 2.5: Designer, mental model & “actual” model (left) and  

simplified flow chart of the design process (right). 

Updating the mental model is relatively straightforward 
(Bertel et al., 2008); in general one just needs creative imagination 
and some visionary capabilities. But updating the actual model 
requires more skills, especially ability to utilize the design tool in 
use. Typically nowadays this means extensive knowledge and 
experience of using different CAD-programs. One can say that 
almost anyone can do mental model updating quite fluently, but 
there are much less people who can master the actual model 
updating smoothly and easily. 

Naturally this is an extremely simplified and idealistic model 
- if we consider for example interior design, the process can be much 
more complicated. Typically there may be several people such as 
customer(s)s and interior design professional(s) involved in the same 
situation, all with their own mental models, design skills etc. Also 
possible real-time feedback allows the perception of the actual 
model directly interact with the development of the mental model 
(experimental layouts and observations create new ideas or clarify 
things that were mentally just vague visions). But in general level 
the same framework is there present also, although the procedure 
may be divided into separate processes. This is also one more reason 
to question the need to create a complex immersive VR interior 
design system where a single user has could handle everything by 
himself. Design in general and interior design especially is not an 
easy task for everyone. And since creating such a system seems to be 
a non-trivial at all, one can wonder if it is really worth the trouble? 
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At least one thing is quite sure - VR is exceptionally good 
tool for checking if the mental and actual models match. It is an 
environment, which is totally under control. All unnecessary things 
can be left out of the virtual world, allowing people to concentrate 
only in the essential matters. On the other hand, one can add there all 
virtual things that are needed to reach the right mood or atmosphere 
for the current task etc. One can say that VR is actually quite close to 
pure imagination, assuming of course that the VR design application 
in use is flexible enough. Unfortunately usually this is not the case. 

2.2.2 VR Collaboration Research 

For several decades, researchers have explored how to use 
computers to support collaboration. The field of computer-supported 
collaborative work (CSCW) contains numerous examples of 
interfaces that facilitate mediated collaboration. Much of this work is 
focused on “traditional” computer environments, i.e. desktop 
systems etc. However, some research associate with immersive VR. 
The results in general are quite promising. Following sections 
introduce the most interesting research related to collaboration in 
immersive VR and/or in interior design. They are presented in 
chronological order.  

Fröst and Warren (2000) presented a project where the 
possibilities to use VR in architectural design processes were 
examined. The main goal of the project was to develop a process for 
collaborative design of laboratory layouts using VR as a tool 
integrated in the concepts of process architecture. A workshop 
initiated the design process and was followed by a series of different 
design events. The visits were alternated with more traditional 
design sessions with paper and pencils. The results showed that the 
collaborative design process including VR helped the users by 
providing a method with which their ideas could be better 
formulated, analyzed, tested and finally realized. 

Jackson & Fagan (2000) created a collaborative, multi-user 
virtual learning environment (VLE). They studied exploration of 
VLE-based collaboration in an everyday school social environment. 
While the study provided no direct evidence that collaboration 
within immersive VEs aided the process of conceptual change, they 
observed subjects dealing with intellectual conflicts, articulating 
beliefs, and co-constructing theories while interacting with the 
environment. These factors are all known to contribute to successful 
conceptual change and indicate that lasting conceptual change can 
occur as the result of meaningful interaction within a VLE. It 
appears that immersive VLEs can provide beneficial educational 
experiences unobtainable by any other means if they focus strongly 
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on the affordances that are specific to the technology. While the 
potential for VR to facilitate collaborative learning experiences has 
been demonstrated and appears to have great potential, much more 
research is needed before effective collaborative learning strategies 
can be developed. 

Billinghurst et al. (2003) presented an analysis of 
communication behavior in face-to-face collaboration using a multi-
user augmented reality interface. They conducted two different 
experiments. In the 1st experiment, collaboration with AR 
technology was compared with more traditional unmediated and 
screen-based collaboration. In the 2nd experiment, the authors 
compared collaboration with 3 different AR displays. Several 
measures were used to analyze communication behavior. The 
authors found that users exhibited many of the same behaviors in a 
collaborative AR interface as in face-to-face unmediated 
collaboration, including for example similar gesture and speech 
patterns. However, user communication behavior changed with the 
type of (AR) display used.  

Maher and Kim (2005) studied the effects of tangible user 
interfaces (TUI) on designers' spatial cognition and design 
communication in order to identify how such systems can be used to 
provide better support for collaborative design. Digital design 
workbenches, table-top AR systems equipped with TUIs have been 
proposed as an alternative for the design review meetings since they 
allow designers to intuitively modify the spatial qualities of 3D 
designs and keep communication channels open by preserving 
traditional mechanisms such as verbal and non-verbal 
communication.  Research conducted here aims to obtain empirical 
evidence about the potential impact of TUIs by investigating if and 
how the tangible presence of the virtual objects on the design 
workbench affects designers' spatial cognition and design 
communication in a collaborative design. The results of their pilot 
study indicated that the traditional graphical user interface (GUI) and 
TUI sessions produce different outcomes in terms of designers' 
cognitive actions. Maher and Kim assume that the TUI system is an 
effective design environment for the spatial layout design since it 
encourages designers to attend to or create spatial relations between 
artifacts or spaces. 

Narayn et al. (2005) demonstrated empirically that increasing 
the level of immersion in a VE can have a beneficial effect on the 
usability of that environment in a collaborative context. They 
presented the results of a study in which they varied two immersive 
factors, stereo and head tracking, within the context of a two person 
collaborative task. Their results indicate that stereo can have a 
positive effect on task performance; that different levels of 
immersion have effects that vary with gender; and that varying the 
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level of immersion has a pronounced effect on communication 
between users. These results show that the level of immersion can 
play an important role in determining user performance on some 
collaborative tasks. 

Wang & Wang (2008) introduced a distributed VR 
collaborative system, called MR-Collab, to facilitate remote interior 
design. The system combined mixed reality (MR), augmented reality 
(AR) and various channels of communication technologies. The 
concept is partially based on Benford´s Mixed Reality boundaries 
theory (Benford et al., 1998). Wang & Wang believe that 
collaboration could add values to individual work in many aspects. 
For instance, it helps to save time and solve the problem better. 
Their system can facilitate collaboration between distributed 
designers and customers through Mixed Reality environment 
especially focusing on increasing the degree of co-presence.  

Lin et al. have created web-based interior design application 
named Multi-user Interior Design (MID) (Lin et al., 2006) (Lin & 
Pan, 2009). The system allows users to develop various interior 
design in the VR fashion. The users can shape the space, add pieces 
of furniture, change the color and texture of objects, get price quotes 
for the added products etc. However, this is not an immersive 
system, the users interact with a web browser. The system allows 
users to collaborate with others on-line. One can transmit scenes for 
others to watch and modify. People can also communicate with 
instant messaging. Lin et al. found this kind of multi-user 
collaboration feature to allow many possibilities. For example, a 
skilled user can easily teach a distant novice how to use MID or how 
to design with style. 

The results in general show promising potential for design & 
collaboration in VR. However, it is clear that more research is 
required to gain a deeper understanding of this area. 
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3 CONSTRUCTION – PART I:  
NAVIGATION ELEMENT 

As mentioned earlier, fluent navigation has a strong positive 
effect on immersion. So the first step in creation of a virtual interior 
design tool was to find a practical way to move around in different 
VEs. This required studying theories of both navigation components, 
but also actual testing of several interaction devices and techniques. 
Four input devices were tested in three evaluation studies to evaluate 
different users’ navigation abilities with different tools.  

The theory and previous work related to VE navigation are 
presented in Section 3.1, the setup & results of three navigation 
experiments conducted in EVE are described in Sections 3.2 & 3.3 
and the meaning of results as well as the selection of VIDS 
navigation element is discussed in Sections 3.4 & 3.5. 

3.1 Navigation in a VE: Theory & Related Work 

According to a recent study (Särkelä et al., 2009), fluent 
movement in the VE has a strong positive effect on the sense of 
presence. Research showed that fluently moving users experienced 
the VE as more realistic compared with non-fluently moving. In 
addition, the fluent movers experienced the VE as more presence 
evoking environment overall. This finding supports and expands the 
previous findings in the literature that the ease of use and 
controllability are related to high presence (Novak et al., 2000) 
(Schubert et al., 2001) (Schuemie et al., 2001) (Witmer and Singer, 
1998). 

Figure 3.1: Two navigation components, travel and wayfinding, unveiled. 
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The definition of navigation here refers to the task of moving 
the viewpoint within a 3D space. This task has two separate parts, 
travel and wayfinding, as shown in Figure 3.1 (Bowman, 2002). 
Naturally, the navigation components are closely related to each 
other. The following subsections will describe matters of both 
components, although the discussion is more focused on the travel 
task. Different travel techniques will be presented as well as some 
cognitive aspects of wayfinding. Various research results will also 
be described. 

3.1.1 Travel 

Travel, also called viewpoint motion control, is the most 
basic VE interaction task. Over time, researchers have developed 
several different travel techniques. They can be roughly categorized 
into natural and virtual travel metaphors (Bowman, 2002). 

Natural Travel Techniques 

Natural travel techniques aim for realism and naturalism. A 
common misconception about VEs is that in order to be effective 
they should respond to user interaction exactly as the real world. 
This is not always true; in several cases it is useful to create VEs that 
operate differently from the physical world (Poupyrev, 2000). Of 
course there are some applications that need naturalism, for example 
training in a VE for tasks to be carried out in a physical 
environment. In such applications the VE should be as lifelike and 
realistic as possible. A number of natural travel metaphors, also 
called locomotion interfaces (Hollerbach, 2002) have been designed. 
They aim to reproduce a realistic mode of travel. Natural mappings 
are present, so the users can easily perform tasks based on principles 
that they are familiar with from daily life. The simulation of the 
physical world may also create a greater sense of presence in the 
virtual world (Sadowski & Stanney, 2002). The following lists some 
examples of natural travel techniques. 
• Pedaling devices, e.g. stationary bicycles represent a 

straightforward way to design a locomotion interface. In order 
for the experience to be more realistic the bicycle can be placed 
on a motion platform. For example, Brogan et al. (1998) 
employed a tilting platform with an up-down range of +/- 12 
degrees to represent hills. 

• Walking techniques are used to emulate physical walking. 
Several research projects have looked at different ways to allow 
natural walking motion while not physically translating. One 
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way to do this is to analyse the user's direction, speed etc. as he 
is walking in place. Parsons et al. (1998) and Lampton et al. 
(2001) employed mechanical trackers on the ankles to trigger a 
step when the foot is lifted enough. Other techniques utilize for 
example roller skates, slick shoes on a slick floor etc. One 
method is also to use individually programmable foot platforms 
(Iwata et al., 2001). Examples of some different walking 
technique methods can be seen in Figure 3.2. 

• Treadmills are the next step from walking techniques, designed 
to minimize differences between physical bipedal locomotion 
and virtual movement. Unfortunately the physics of natural 
human walking and running are extremely complex and difficult 
to constrain in a confined space (Hollerback et al., 2000). 
Current treadmill devices work quite well for slow, controlled 
walking. However, they have severe problems during sudden 
stops and starts, quick changes of direction etc., when the 
“ground” is usually not able to keep up with the user. Some of 
the most promising today’s treadmill systems under development 
are omni-directional treadmill called iPlane (VSD, 2010), 
sphere-shaped device called VirtuSphere (VS, 2010) and the 
CyberCarpet-system designed in European Union (EU) -funded 
Cyberwalk-project (Sreenivasa, 2007). Prototypes of these 
devices can be seen in Figure 3.3. 

Figure 3.2: Different walking techniques. Gaitmaster (left picture, courtesy of H. Iwata), 
and the Fully Immersive Team Training system (right picture, courtesy of D. Lampton). 
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Figure 3.3: Modern treadmill systems. Top picture shows the iPlane (photo courtesy of D. 
Carmein), middle picture displays the VirtuSphere (photo courtesy of R. Latypov) and 
bottom picture presents the CyberCarpet (photo courtesy of M. Sreenivasa). 
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Virtual Travel Techniques 

As for all the interaction tasks, naturalism is not always the 
best choice as it may restrict the user's way of thinking. For example, 
applications such as immersive architectural or interior design do not 
require complete naturalism in navigation – the user only needs to 
complete certain tasks in the most practical way, not necessarily 
realistically at all. Alternatives to the naturalistic approach are 
virtual “magical” travel techniques, where the user is given new 
abilities and non-natural methods for performing tasks. These 
techniques may require more instructions to the user, but they can 
also be more flexible and efficient. They may enhance the user’s 
physical, perceptual or cognitive abilities, and can operate in several 
different types of VEs. A multitude of virtual travel techniques have 
been proposed. Many techniques have similar characteristics, so it is 
useful to present a classification of techniques. One way to classify 
virtual travel techniques is related to the amount of control that the 
user has over viewpoint motion. There are four common metaphors 
for travel interaction techniques (Bowman et al., 2001): 

Manual viewpoint manipulation uses the user’s hand motions 
to effect travel. For example, the user can “grab the air” and move 
the world relative to himself rather than moving himself relative to 
the world. Another type of technique uses a selected object as a 
centre point around which user motion can be specified. Manual 
viewpoint techniques can be efficient and easy to learn, but they can 
also cause fatigue.  

Steering gives the user continuous control of the direction of 
motion. This is the most common virtual travel metaphor. Examples 
of steering techniques include continuous steering such as gaze-
directed steering (Fuhrmann et al., 1998) or pointing (Bowman et al., 
1998), and discrete steering such as ship steering technique with 
verbal commands to control rudders and engines. Steering 
techniques are general and efficient. 

Target-based travel allows the user to choose the destination, 
and the system performs the actual movement. This may be some 
form of “teleportation” or preferably some kind of transitional 
movement between the starting point and the goal. These techniques 
are very simple from the user’s point of view. They just require the 
use of some selection technique, such as pointing or a list of choices. 

Route planning techniques allow the user to specify the goal 
and some path information, and the system then executes that path. 
The user may draw a path on a map of the space or in the actual 
environment in order to plan a route. There can also be a movable 
icon on the map that represents the user. These techniques allow the 
user to control travel while he retains the ability to perform other 
tasks during motion.  
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Besides choosing a metaphor, other design issues for virtual 
travel techniques include velocity control and the use of constraints 
or guides to aid travel. 

Input Devices for Virtual Travel Techniques 

Virtual techniques require different physical input devices to 
transmit the inputs from the user to the computer. In general, inputs 
in VR systems can be divided into three parts (Sherman et al., 2003): 
• Body tracking   – how the computer ”sees” the user 
• Physical controllers  – how the computer “feels” the user 
• Voice/sound recognition – how the computer “hears” the user 

A position sensor is a device that reports its location and/or 
orientation to the computer. Typically there is a fixed piece at a 
known position and additional unit(s) attached to the object being 
tracked. A typical VR system will track the head and one hand of the 
participant. Position tracking tells the system where the users are 
located within a virtual space. Commonly used tracking methods are 
electromagnetic, mechanical, optical, videometric, ultrasonic and 
inertial trackers. Each technique has its own benefits and limitations 
- no available technology provides optimal conditions in all areas. 
The strengths and weaknesses of different tracking techniques are 
discussed in Laakso (2001) and Foxlin (2002). One way to improve 
tracking performance is to combine different technologies. For 
example, magnetic and optical tracking can be put together in order 
to increase accuracy, reduce latency and in general, to provide a 
better VE experience. However, the major difficulty with hybrid 
trackers is that the more components are added to the system, the 
more complex the device becomes. 

In addition to user tracking, physical devices are another part 
of the interface between the user and the virtual world. These 
devices are often designed especially for a particular application, 
although some are designed to be a generic, standard interface to 
many different applications. The simplest physical controls include 
individual buttons, switches and valuators such as sliders and dials, 
which allow users to actively provide input directly into the VR 
system. A basic button has two positions: depressed or released. 
Switches can have two or more positions to which they can be set. 
Multiple buttons are often mounted on handheld props. Valuators are 
simple controls that have a range of continuous values to which they 
can be set. Multiple devices can also be consolidated to form a new 
input device. Examples of practical combination devices for VE 
systems include 3D mice, wand-like devices and data glove systems 
(Laakso, 2001). 
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Speech recognition can be a very beneficial form of 
interaction, because in immersive VR systems there usually is not a 
keyboard available to enter commands. Speech is a natural, 
nonencumbering form of communication. However, due to the 
nature of speech, there are many tasks and situations in which voice 
recognition is not the best solution. General speech recognition 
systems are still largely speaker/situation dependent (Sherman & 
Craig, 2003). Speaker-independent recognition is achievable if some 
restrictions are placed on the voice commands. These restrictions 
can be either a small vocabulary or a limited, well-defined grammar. 
One of the design considerations that must be addressed in any 
voice-controlled application is deciding when the recognition system 
should attend to what the user is saying. The simplest solution is to 
always have the system listening to the user. However, this may 
cause problems when the user is speaking with other people nearby. 
It is often wiser to allow selective attention to the user’s voice. Three 
methods of activating selective listening by the voice recognition 
include push to talk, name to talk and look to talk. However, there 
still remains the problem of knowing what commands are available 
for a given environment in a given state. 

3.1.2 Wayfinding 

Wayfinding is the cognitive process of determining one’s 
location within a space and how to move to a desired location. It 
involves issues such as mental representations, route planning and 
distance estimation. During wayfinding, the position of the user 
within the cognitive structure built up of spatial knowledge, also 
called cognitive map, has an important role. Different tasks will 
either make use, build up or both use and build up spatial 
knowledge. Spatial awareness is a general term that includes several 
aspects of performance. This includes judgments of the participant's 
position relative to the world and judgments of the relative positions 
of the objects in the world. On a decision process level, it can be 
compared with situation awareness, which means the ability to 
maintain an accurate and complete picture of the situation. Situation 
awareness requires extraction of both visual and non-visual 
information and integrating this into coherent cognitive structure, 
which can be used in the future for making predictions and 
decisions. Achieving complete situation awareness in a complex 
environment can be difficult. Both spatial awareness and situation 
awareness are requirements for several tasks, whether in the real 
physical world or in the virtual world. There are three kinds of 
spatial knowledge that are used to build up a cognitive map of the 
environment during wayfinding (Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982). 
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Landmark knowledge is the ability to recognize visual detail, 
e.g. shape, size and texture, associated with a specific location in the 
environment. It is a memory of salient perceptual features in the 
environment such as a distinctive entryway in a building. Successful 
landmark knowledge means the ability to recognize locations. 

Procedural knowledge, also called route knowledge, is the 
ability to connect landmark knowledge into a larger, more complex 
structure. It describes the sequences of actions required to follow a 
certain path, or to traverse paths between different locations. 
Procedural knowledge is characterized by the ability to successfully 
travel from one landmark to another on a known route, but not to 
recognize alternate routes such as short cuts. 

Survey knowledge is the highest level of navigational 
knowledge. It can be described as the configurational or topological 
knowledge of an environment, consisting of object locations, inter-
object distances and object orientations. Survey knowledge is 
characterized by the ability to take an exocentric viewpoint; the 
mental representation of an area seen from a bird's eye point of view. 
Having procedural knowledge does not necessarily guarantee survey 
knowledge. However, this is probable to happen, at least after some 
time. Individuals with survey level knowledge have the ability to 
infer unexplored paths between known locations. 

Virtual environments can be used to strengthen wayfinding 
in the real world, but details about knowledge transfer need further 
research. In general, wayfinding is a complex issue, and many of the 
factors affecting to it are not yet fully known. 

3.1.3 Previous VE Navigation Research 

The user tasks for navigation can be divided into four groups 
(Bowman et al., 2001) (Kruijff, 2000) (Darken & Sibert, 1996): 
• Exploration 
• Search (naïve/primed) 
• Maneuvering 
• Specified trajectory movement 

Exploration task is to travel with no specific target; the user 
is simply exploring the space to build up knowledge of the 
environment. Search tasks involve some amount of travelling to a 
specific target location in the environment. This location can be 
completely unknown (naïve search) or previously seen (primed 
search). Maneuvering tasks usually involve short, precise 
movements where the goal is to change the viewpoint for another 
type of task, such as object manipulation. The specified trajectory 
movement has a special influence on wayfinding. Although spatial 
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knowledge can be obtained from an environment with a predefined 
path, it is likely that a cognitive map is harder to build up during 
trajectory movement. Each of these tasks may require different 
travel techniques to be most effective. 

There have been several studies to investigate different VE 
navigation tasks. One quite intensively studied issue is the use of 
VEs for navigation training (Lathan et al., 2002) (Vilar & Francisco, 
2008). However, the results of these studies have been somewhat 
inconsistent. According to several experiments (Bliss et al., 1997) 
(Sullivan et al., 1998) it would seem that a VE is a powerful tool for 
spatial knowledge acquisition, as opposed to the use of maps or 
other media.  On the other hand, Goerger et al. (1998) demonstrated 
that there are circumstances where the use of a VE not only fails to 
help in the development of mental representations of complex 
architectural environments, but also may actually hinder this 
development. They claim that, for short exposure durations, a map 
should be used without the VE for best results. For longer durations 
and special situations, a VE may be useful. Also, Darken & Banker 
(1998) point out that the user's ability to navigate is more important 
to performance than the training method. 

It seems that most of these inconsistent results can be 
explained with individual differences in knowledge, aptitudes, 
abilities and strategies and their impact on perceptual, motoric and 
memorial knowledge of VEs (Darken & Goerger, 1999). Also, 
access to maps may lead to a better overall navigation performance. 
VE can provide a direct experience, thus improving landmark and 
route knowledge, while concurrent map study may speed acquisition 
of survey level knowledge. There are also several other design 
principles that should be followed when designing navigable virtual 
environments that support wayfinding (Darken, 2002). 

Both navigation components are strongly interconnected. A 
good travel technique will integrate aids for wayfinding. Bowman et 
al. have performed a variety of experimental evaluations related to 
this subject (Bowman et al., 2001) (Bowman et al., 1999) (Bowman 
et al., 1997). One issue that was studied was the impact of travelling 
velocity on a user's spatial awareness. The results indicate that slow 
versus fast speed did not have a significant effect. However, direct 
jumping from one place to another (teleportation) did have a 
negative impact on a user’s spatial knowledge and also led to a 
reduced sense of presence. Another study tested three different 
metaphors (steering, route planning and target-based travel) for their 
effect on a user's spatial orientation. Steering turned out to be the 
best technique but this required the user to employ sophisticated 
strategies such as flying above the path to get a survey view or flying 
through walls to see what was on the other side. Target-based 
techniques were best if the user did not employ such strategies. 
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Study also showed that a route-planning technique, with a small map 
and a movable icon representing the user, is not such a good idea. 
This map-dragging technique has an intuitive appeal as the overview 
of the space is available and the user is not required to directly 
traverse between current location and target. However, in the 
experiment this technique produced the worst results both for 
cognitive processing and the actual time spent on moving.  

Summary of Previous Results 

Previous VE navigation experiment results indicate generally 
that, if proper strategies are used, a technique giving the user more 
control produces better spatial orientation. However, it must not be 
too complicated. In general, there is no such thing as optimal travel 
technique – the best travel interaction method depends on the task, 
environment and the user. How the user uses the technique and what 
strategies he employs is equally important as the technique itself, 
especially in tasks requiring spatial knowledge and wayfinding. 

Previous navigation research has found answers to some 
questions but it is clear that VE navigation in general and especially 
different travel techniques are issues that still require considerable 
amount of systematic research. 

3.2 Navigation Experiments - Setup 

To find out the most practical navigation method for VIDS it 
was necessary to develop practical navigation methods that would 
allow users to navigate easily in virtual architectural environments. 
The aim was to adopt travel techniques and input devices that would 
allow any arbitrary guest to explore the virtual worlds even without 
any guidance. This called for adoption and testing of different 
interaction equipment and methods (Laakso, 2004). 

For practical reasons, only virtual travel techniques were 
experimented in EVE. Four input devices were chosen to be tested: a 
typical wireless mouse with trackball, our own self-made wand 
variant, a data glove and a speech recognition system. The goal was 
to evolve these into new practical navigation devices. To determine 
how practical different input devices and travel techniques actually 
were, three evaluation studies were conducted to evaluate different 
users’ navigation abilities with different tools. The purpose was to 
find out if there emerges significant differences in navigation 
performance between different devices. Figure 3.4 shows the author 
testing different input devices and navigation methods. 
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Figure 3.4: The author inside the EVE testing wand, glove and speech recognition system. 

The pilot study (Laakso & Repokari, 2002) concentrated on 
mouse related navigation. Wireless mouse with trackball was the 
simplest device available and the purpose was to see how well it 
really suits for VE navigation. The second navigation experiment 
(Laakso, 2003) studied the use of a wand and a data glove. They are 
more specialized devices and have been used in various VR 
applications. The objective of the second test was to find out if there 
emerges any differences in navigation performance between the two 
tools. To achieve this, a new VE navigation system was developed. 
The third test (Laakso et al., 2003) intended to find out how well 
speech related navigation suits for VE usage and compare the results 
with previous experiments. 

3.2.1 Test Procedure 

All experiments were conducted in EVE, as shown in Figure 
3.5. The total amount of test users was 16 (11 males, 5 females). The 
age of the subjects varied between 23 and 47 years (average 28,4 
years). The users had immersive VE experience ranging from none 
to extensive. Before their initial participation, subjects were 
informed the nature of the study and what they would be seeing in 
the virtual worlds. They also were allowed to practice for a while to 
get familiar with the navigation tools. In the actual experiments, 
each user used just one method for each test, and these were 
circulated. Thus the tests produced four individual results for each 
technique for each test. 
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Figure 3.5: Test user exploring a virtual town with wand. 

3.2.2 Input Devices 

This subsection presents the input devices used in the 
evaluation studies and discusses some motivational and background 
issues related to these experiments. 

Mouse 

The pilot study concentrated on mouse related navigation. As 
mentioned earlier, the simplest VR systems are non-immersive, 
where the user views the virtual world indirectly through a computer 
monitor or some other display. Navigation in these systems is 
usually done using traditional interfaces, for example just the mouse 
(Murray et al., 2000). Although the mouse has its limitations it is 
still perhaps the only tool that can be seen as the ideal input device 
for novice users. It is also significantly cheaper than the new input 
devices designed especially for VR usage. It would be great if one 
could manage also all kinds of VR navigation with it. However, 
“real” VR systems such as EVE completely immerse the user’s 
personal viewpoint inside the virtual world. In this case the mouse is 
not that obvious choice. Mouse movement has two-dimensional (2D) 
orientation; it may be difficult to orientate to navigation in a 3D 
environment. The question to be studied in this pilot study was: Is a 
conventional mouse a practical input device for 3D navigation in an 
immersive VE? The hypothesis was that mouse related navigation is 
possible but the users will have difficulties to orientate. The 
metaphor related in the mouse does not fully suit for 3D. 
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The EVE is equipped with a wireless Logitech mouse with 
trackball, which was used as an input device in this experiment. The 
software used in the study was Stereofly (Napari, 1999), which was 
one of the first programs developed for EVE. It uses mouse for 
navigation, left button accelerates forward, right button accelerates 
backwards and middle button is used for rotation & stopping. The 
controls are described in more detail in Table 3.1 in Section 3.2.3. 
They are perhaps not the most logical ones, but had been working 
quite well in “movie ride”-applications. To determine if this system 
was also practical while controlled inside the EVE, an evaluation 
study was conducted to evaluate different users’ navigation abilities 
with the wireless mouse. 

Wand 

On the course of the pilot study, an idea of the next 
experiment evolved. It was necessary to arrange more evaluation 
studies with different kind of input devices to find out their 
suitability for 3D navigation. There are several specialized types of 
devices that have been used in VR applications (Laakso, 2001). Out 
of these, a wand and a data glove were chosen to be tested in the 
second navigation study. The purpose was to see how well they suit 
for VE navigation and to find out if there emerges any differences in 
navigation performance between the two tools. To achieve this, a 
new virtual environment navigation system was developed. 

The first interesting question was to find out if it is possible 
to modify the mouse to be more suitable for 3D usage for example 
with new software solutions such as more delicate speed control 
system etc. As stated before, a mouse is an interesting input device 
since it is so cheap and logical to use. And it does not necessarily 
need many additions to be turned into a wand, a fully functional 3D 
device. There were essentially two alternatives to get a wand: either 
to purchase it or build it. Commercial alternatives were naturally 
considered, but it was feasible to make a new variant with already 
existing equipment. The main requirements for a wand are some 
kind of a tracking device and some buttons. MotionStar tracker and 
wireless Logitech mouse were already available in the EVE, so it 
was possible to construct a brand new wand variant just by 
combining these into one unit. The metal inside the mouse caused 
random interference to the magnetic tracking system if the receiver 
was directly in contact with the mouse’s surface. Thus a separate 
capsule was cut out of an empty plastic bottle and the mouse & 
receiver were attached to it. Figure 3.6 shows the current version of 
this custom wand. 

After testing several possible solutions for travel techniques 
(Laakso, 2001) it became clear that the most natural way of 
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navigating with the wand is probably the throttle & steering 
metaphor. In this technique the user pushes a button in the wand and 
moves the device to the direction he wishes to move. The distance 
from the origin determines the speed and releasing the button stops 
the movement. Also the rotation can be handled simply by pressing 
another button and rotating the wand to the desired direction. 

Glove 

The other input device to be studied in the second experiment 
was a data glove. Hand movement tracking combined with gesture 
recognition offers a natural and intuitive way for users to input 
information, for example navigational commands. Two 5DT Data 
Gloves (left and right hand) were acquired from Fifth Dimension 
Technologies. The glove system interfaces with the computer via a 
cable to the serial port, so the gloves were connected to an auxiliary 
Linux-computer located in the EVE close to the actual virtual room. 
To be able to track the position of the hand, a magnetic tracker 
receiver was attached into the back of the glove with Velcro stickers. 
Figure 3.6 shows the “updated” glove. 

The 5DT Data Glove 5 measures finger flexure for each 
finger with fiber optics and in theory also the orientation (pitch and 
roll) of the user's hand. Glove interface has also a built-in gesture 
recognition, which recognizes 16 different finger combinations. 
Finger sensors and gesture recognition function logically most of the 
time, although the gesture recognition is done simply with strict pre-
defined limits. The recognition engine seems to only observe the 
flexure values separately; if the value crosses a certain limit, it 
determines that the finger is flexed. The engine does not take into 
consideration the fact that in certain gestures some finger(s) are 
probably less flexed than some others, so some exotic gestures may 
not be correctly identified. But the basic gestures are recognized 
quite accurately, and the software programmer can make a better 
recognition engine based on the raw finger bend values. 

The same travel technique metaphor that was used with the 
wand can be used with the data glove also. Pressing the button can 
be substituted with some specific gesture, in this case the closed 
hand (fist) was used. One issue to consider was the number of 
buttons or gestures to use. Should there be a single button or gesture 
that handles both movement and rotation or should they be divided 
into separate tasks? There are good and bad sides in both of these 
methods. For this experiment it was chosen to test out a solution 
where the wand has two active buttons but the glove uses only one 
gesture for both movement and rotation. 
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Speech 

For the third navigation test the attention was focused to 
another fascinating input device – speech recognition. Speech is a 
natural way to combine different modes of input, e.g. multimodal 
interaction, to form a more cohesive and natural interface. Verbal 
commands are often much easier for a human to remember than 
some keyboard or button combination on an input device. However, 
speech related navigation in VE has not been studied in practice 
much yet. This was the reason why the third navigation study was 
conducted with speech recognition as a navigation tool and the 
results compared with the previous experiments. 

The hardware part for the speech recognition is simple; all 
that is needed is a microphone attached to the computer. To be able 
to move more freely inside the EVE, a wireless microphone system 
was connected to an auxiliary computer located in our virtual room, 
as shown in Figure 3.6. The Linux version of the IBM ViaVoice was 
chosen to serve as the base of this speech recognition software. 
ViaVoice is a user-dependent system, requiring a formal training 
session to be performed prior to running the recognition system. This 
consisted of reading aloud certain text segment in order for the 
recogniser to analyse the pronunciation and create a specific voice 
model. After the system has learned the user's speech style, a server 
can be started and our speech recognition software starts to listen to 
the user's possible commands. Recognized commands are sent to the 
EVE’s main computer through a socket. Recognition rate proved to 
be quite good, but the process causes noticeable delay. 

The system requires a pre-defined grammar, which can be 
given in a normal ASCII-file. The syntax is quite similar to Backus-
Naur Format (BNF). This variant gives some flexibility to the 
language syntax by allowing also optional words. For example, 
commands “forward” and “move forward” mean the same thing, so 
they are both translated to “move forward”. This way the command 
reader in the main computer does not have to prepare for every 
possible phrase. For this application our grammar consisted of 
simple navigational commands, as shown in Appendix A. Because 
of the nature of the input device we decided to use constant 
velocities. There were default starting speeds for both movement and 
rotation, which could be altered at run-time. 
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Figure 3.6: Custom wand (top picture), data glove (middle picture) and speech recognition 
system (bottom picture).
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3.2.3 Navigation Controls  

Table 3.1 below shows a summary of all the navigation 
controls with the four different input devices used in the evaluation 
studies. 

Action Mouse Wand Glove Speech 
Moving 
forward 
or 
backward 

Pressing the left mouse 
button starts accelerating 

forward. When the 
button is released, 

movement will continue 
at constant speed. 

Pressing the right mouse 
button starts accelerating 

backwards. When the 
button is released, 

movement will continue 
at constant speed. 

While pressing 
the left button, 

moving the wand 
forward or 

backward results 
in movement to 
that direction. 

Moving the 
closed hand (fist) 

forward or 
backward results 
in movement to 
that direction. 

Commands 
“move forward” 

or “move 
backward” result 
in movement to 
that direction. 

Moving 
up/down 
or 
left/right 

This is not possible. One 
must first turn to the 
desired direction and 
then move forward. 

While pressing 
the left button, 

moving the wand 
results in 

movement to 
that direction. 

Moving the 
closed hand 

results in 
movement to 
that direction. 

Commands 
“move up/down” 

or “move 
left/right” result 
in movement to 
that direction. 

Rotation 
(left/right 
up/down) 

One must first place the 
mouse cursor in the 
center of the screen. 

After that, pressing the 
middle mouse button and 
moving the mouse to the 
left/right/up/down results 

in rotation to that 
direction. Rotation 

continues until the cursor 
is moved back to the 
center of the screen.  

While pressing 
the right button, 

rotating the 
wand results in 
rotation to that 

direction. 

Rotating the 
closed hand 

results in 
rotation to that 

direction. 

Commands “turn 
up/down” or 

“turn left/right” 
result in rotation 
to that direction. 

How to 
control 
movement 
& rotation 
speed 

Movement speed can be 
controlled with careful 

use of left and right 
mouse buttons. Distance 

from the origin with 
middle mouse button 
controls the rotation 

speed. Double-clicking 
the middle mouse button 
stops all movement and 

rotation. 

Distance of the 
wand from the 

origin 
determines the 

movement speed 
and rotation 

angle the 
rotation speed. 
Releasing the 
button stops 
movement 

and/or rotation. 

Distance of the 
hand from the 

origin 
determines the 

movement speed 
and rotation 

angle the 
rotation speed. 
Releasing the 
closed hand 

stops movement 
and/or rotation. 

Default starting 
speeds for 

movement & 
rotation that can 
be altered with 

commands 
“move 

faster/slower”, 
“turn 

faster/slower”, 
“half/double 

speed” or “stop 
moving/turning”. 

     
Notice “Origin” refers to the 

point where the middle 
button was pressed 

down. 

“Origin” refers 
to the point 
where the 

corresponding 
button was 

pressed down. 

“Origin” refers 
to the point 

where the hand 
was clenched to 

a fist. 

There are also 
some optional 

phrases. 

Table 3.1: Navigation controls with different tools. 
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3.2.4 Hardware & Software Architecture Overview 

Figure 3.7: Combination of hardware & software components used in the experiments. 

Figure 3.7 shows hardware and software architecture used in 
the navigation experiments. The input PC and the auxiliary CAD PC 
communicate with the main computer through sockets. The 
architecture has been designed to be modular and easy to expand. 
For example, if a new input device is required to be added to the 
system, all that is needed is to connect the device to the auxiliary PC 
and to create a program that sends the device data through a socket 
to the main computer. 

3.2.5 Test Trials 

The main usage for navigation on this thesis is to support 
interior design. However, there are several other application areas 
planned for VIDS in the future. Because of that, it was necessary to 
test several different trials and scenarios to find out which navigation 
method is best in general. In every experiment each test user 
completed seven test trials. These trials included all the universal 
user tasks for navigation: exploration, search, maneuvering and 
specified trajectory movement. One of the main goals was also that 
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the trials had to be fun and feel quite realistic. At that time many of 
the previous navigation tests in VE had been somewhat 
unsophisticated. The environments had mostly been very simple, 
they contained for example plain corridors or large open sea masses. 
In comparison, these experiments utilized photo-realistic 
architectural models.  

Because architectural environments comprise many different 
kinds of model types, the test material included both indoor and 
outdoor scenes. There were accurate models of building interiors as 
well as bigger general overviews of towns and villages. They were 
all public models, most of them found at the Friends of Performer –
collections (SGI, 2012). In some cases, extensive environment was 
added around plain building models to increase realism and sense of 
presence, thus enhancing also wayfinding skills. Here is a list of the 
trials and short descriptions of the navigation tasks they included: 
• Trial 1: Tunnel – Continuous maneuvering 
• Trial 2: Downtown Cruise – Primed search 
• Trial 3: Search the House – Exploration followed with a primed 

search 
• Trial 4: Examine the Car – Simple maneuvering task 
• Trial 5: Relocate the Car – Trajectory movement and primed 

search 
• Trial 6: Find the Visitor – Naive search 
• Trial 7: Catch the Plane – Sort of a primed search 
In the following these trials are described more closely. 

Trial 1: Tunnel 

The first test trial was navigation in a narrow tunnel. The 
environment in this test was a narrow cave corridor, shown in Figure 
3.8. This tunnel was part of the CuevaDeFuego cave model, created 
at Virtual Reality Applications Center (VRAC) by Terry Welsh and 
Jeremy Eccles in 1997, in conjunction with the German National 
Research Center (GMD). The model was originally aimed to 
demonstrate the potential for photo-realistic visualization of a 
spacious geological structure within a synthetic environment. It is a 
very large and detailed model, containing numerous caves and 
tunnels. The most devious and twisty tunnel was chosen for this 
navigation test. A skeleton model was added to wait for the user at 
the end of the corridor. The task appeared simple; the user was told 
to fly through the tunnel to the other end, trying not to hit the walls. 
However, this was not as easy as it maybe sounded. The tunnel was 
quite long and curvy; completing the test with little or no collisions 
required continuous attention. Although no collision detection was 
implemented, the user was told to backtrack should he hit a wall. 
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Trial 2: Downtown Cruise 

The second trial took place in a town. The model was an 
extensive IRIS Performer demo model, consisting of a small town 
located in a valley. The task in this test was a primed search. There 
was a big statue standing in the center of the town as shown in 
Figure 3.9. The statue was so high that it could be seen from far 
away. The user's starting point was at the edge of town and the task 
was to find a way to the statue, which was already visible in the 
distance. The user was restricted to stay at ground level and navigate 
between the buildings to the target. The user was forbidden to travel 
through buildings. The test was completed when the user reached the 
statue. 

Trial 3: Search the House 

The third test trial was a general exploration task followed 
with a primed search. The main environment in this test was a 
detached house shown in Figure 3.10. The model was originally 
designed by Coryphaeus Software Inc., and consisted of a 5-
bedroom house and a small yard around it. To increase realism, the 
house model was embedded into a Performer village model, which is 
a simplified version of the Performer town model used in the 
previous test. The user's starting point was outside of the house. The 
first task was exploration, the user was allowed to examine the house 
freely for 3 minutes. He was permitted to travel through walls, but 
movement was limited to horizontal only. The user was told that he 
should memorize the architecture and furniture, since he would later 
be asked to locate again a certain room or feature. When the 
exploration time was up, the user was restored back to outside. Then 
he was asked to find the bathtub. The test was completed when the 
user arrived to the correct bathroom. There were two of them, but 
only one with bathtub. 

Trial 4: Examine the Car 

The fourth test trial consisted of maneuvering. This time the 
user was standing next to a 1969 Chevrolet Camaro, shown in Figure 
3.11. The car had a USA-style license plate and the subject was told 
to examine the car's rear license plate to see in which state it was 
registered on. On purpose the license plate was very small and the 
text in it even smaller, so the user had to get really close to be able to 
discover the state. A delicate and precise maneuvering was required 
to change the viewpoint to correct position. The test was completed 
when the user was able to read the text in the license plate and 
identify the state. 
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Trial 5: Relocate the Car 

In the fifth trial, the environment was the same town as in the 
previous test, as shown in see Figure 3.12. The user was again 
standing next to the car. This time the task consisted of a specified 
trajectory movement followed with a primed search. The user was 
driven away manually by the evaluator to a distant location. The task 
was to find back to the starting place, so this trial tested also 
wayfinding skills. The user was forbidden to travel through 
buildings and was restricted to stay at ground level. The test was 
completed when the user was once again next to the Camaro. 

Trial 6: Find the Visitor 

The sixth test trial took place in a large office building, 
which can be seen in Figure 3.13. The environment in this test was 
the model of the Town of Unionvale New York’s town hall, 
designed by Crystal Visions of Reality. Before the test, the user was 
shown a picture of a space alien, the “Visitor”. This creature was 
hiding somewhere in the building and the task was to find it. The 
user's starting point was outside of the house, the user was expected 
to enter inside and start searching. Since the building was quite 
large, this time the user was allowed to travel through walls. 
However, movement was restricted to horizontal only. The test was 
completed when the user found the “Visitor”. 

Trial 7: Catch the Plane 

In the last test trial the task was to catch a moving target, a 
plane. The general environment was the same Performer village that 
was used already in Test 3. The aeroplane model, a heavy bomber 
from the World War II, was acquired from the Friends of Performer 
–collections (SGI, 2012). The user's starting point was outside of the 
village. When the test started, the user could see the plane crossing 
the screen in front of him, coming horizontally from the left with 
high speed. Pictures of the plane are shown in Figure 3.14. The user 
was required to start to follow the plane and catch it within a 40-
second time limit. 
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Figure 3.8: Pictures from Trial 1: Tunnel. Left picture shows the general view of the tunnel.  
The end point can be seen in the distance. The skeleton is shown closer in the right picture. 

  
Figure 3.9: Pictures from Trial 2: Downtown Cruise. Left picture shows the starting 

point from the user perspective. The right picture displays the target statue. 

   

Figure 3.10: Pictures from Trial 3: Search the House. Left picture shows  
the starting point. Right picture displays the view inside the house. 
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Figure 3.11: Pictures from Trial 4: Examine the Car. Left picture shows the vehicle 

(1969 Chevrolet Camaro). The car’s licence plate is shown in the right picture. 

   
Figure 3.12: Pictures from Trial 5: Relocate the Car. Left picture shows the starting point (user 

perspective). Right picture displays the general view of the town and the trajectory movement route. 

  
Figure 3.13: Pictures from Trial 6: Find the Visitor. Left picture displays the 

view inside the building. The Visitor can be seen in the right picture. 

Figure 3.14: Pictures from Trial 7: Catch the Plane. Left picture shows the front  
view of the plane. Right picture displays the plane flying over the village. 
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3.2.6 Evaluation Methods 

Interaction performance in general can be divided into two 
aspects (Bowman, 2002): task performance and technique 
performance with human effects. Task performance refers to the 
quality of task completion, such as completion time or accuracy. It is 
usually measured quantitatively. Technique performance refers to 
the qualitative experience of the user during interaction, including 
ease of use, ease of learning and user comfort. These factors are all 
related to the concept of usability. 

Because both aspects are important, both qualitative and 
quantitative analysis was made in all of the three experiments. The 
time to complete each task was measured and in most cases the user 
routes were recorded, i.e. user’s location and orientation were 
continuously written on disk. Several average values were calculated 
from this data. The most important of these were the following:  
• Distance traveled: Total distance traveled during the test trial. 

This was measured as in feet.  
• Average speed: Average movement speed of the whole test trial. 

This was measured as in feet per second. 
• Maximum speed: Temporary maximum speed achieved during 

the test trial. Measured as in feet per second. 
• Number of stops: How many times the user stopped movement 

during the test trial. This was measured as in integer value. 
• Percentage of completion time stood still: How much of the total 

completion times the user was standing still; neither moving nor 
turning. Either thinking what to do next or how to do it. This was 
measured as in percentage value. 

Subject behavior was also recorded in written notes 
documenting the observations made by the evaluator and the 
comments made by the subjects during the experiment. All the 
subjects were also interviewed after the tasks. This interview 
consisted of questions about the ease of use and how the subjects 
experienced the different input devices as navigation tools in a 
virtual environment.  
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3.3 Navigation Experiments - Results 

This section presents the results of the navigation experiments. User paths 
from several trials with different tools are shown and a summary of all the 
average values is gathered into a table form.

3.3.1 User Paths from Test Trials 

This subsection displays several figures showing the user 
paths from Trials 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 with three different tools - wand, 
glove and speech. For the mouse there are no figures because the 
software used in that experiment did not allow user paths to be 
recorded. There are also no pictures from Trials 4 and 7; because of 
the nature of the tasks they were messy and mostly meaningless.  

Figure 3.15: User paths from Trial 1: Tunnel. These are simplified 3D pictures showing the 
tunnel. The starting point was at the center and the target at the end of the corridor. The 
user routes are marked with black cubes. 

Figure 3.16: User paths from Trial 2: Downtown Cruise. These are simplified 2D top-down 
views of the town (white rectangles are buildings). The starting point is marked with a dot 
and the target with an X. 
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Figure 3.17: The 3-minute search routes from Trial 3: Search the House. These are 
simplified top-down views of the house and its immediate surroundings. The starting point 
is marked with a dot. 

Figure 3.18: User paths from Trial 5: Relocate the Car. These are simplified top-down 
views of the town. The starting point (in the bottom) is marked with a dot and the target 
(where the trajectory movement began) with an X. One can also look at Figure 3.12, which 
shows the actual trajectory movement route.

Figure 3.19: User paths from Trial 6: Find the Visitor. These are simplified top-down views 
of the office building and its immediate surroundings. The starting point (on the right) is 
marked with a dot and the target with an X.
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3.3.2 Average Values from Test Trials 

This subsection lists all the measured average values from all 
the test trials with each tool. The values are completion time, 
traveling distance, average and maximum speeds, number of stops 
and percentage of completion time stood still, as discussed in 
Subsection 3.2.6. For the mouse there are no other values than 
completion time because the software used in the experiment did not 
allow user paths to be recorded. The partially missing results from 
the last trial (Trial 7: Catch the Plane) derive from the fact that none 
of the mouse or speech users were able to catch the plane within the 
40-second time limit. All wand/glove users succeeded in the task. 
Appendix B shows more detailed box plot figures of the data. 

Trial 1: 
Tunnel

Mouse Wand Glove Speech 

Completion time: 3.38,2 0.45,3 0.36,0 5.49,7 
Distance travelled 
(feet): 

 306,0 270,8 861,2 

Average speed (ft/s):  6,9 7,9 2,4 
Maximum speed (ft/s):  20,7 17,3 14,2 
Number of stops:  5,0 4,0 17,75 
Percentage of 
completion time stood 
completely still: 

 16,3 % 8,8 % 45,3 % 

Trial 2: 
Downtown Cruise

Mouse Wand Glove Speech 

Completion time: 2.02,6 2.03,8 1.32,6 5.53,6 
Distance travelled 
(feet): 

 1683,5 1479,8 2133,9 

Average speed (ft/s):  14,2 19,1 7,0 
Maximum speed (ft/s):  49,2 52,6 25,5 
Number of stops:  10,75 4,75 8,0 
Percentage of 
completion time stood 
completely still: 

 6,8 % 4,8 % 30,0 % 

Trial 3: 
Search the House

Mouse Wand Glove Speech 

Completion time: (after 
3min) 

0.52,2 0.42,7 0.36,0 1.45,5 

Distance travelled: 
(3min) 

 270,3 366,5 160,5 

Average speed (ft/s):  1,5 2,0 0,9 
Maximum speed (ft/s):  9,0 9,4 4,9 
Number of stops:  25,0 25,5 6,75 
Percentage of 
completion time stood 
completely still: 

 12,5 % 10,0 % 22,8 % 
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Trial 4: 
Examine the Car

Mouse Wand Glove Speech 

Completion time: 2.58,2 0.30,3 0.46,0 1.09,8 
Distance travelled 
(feet): 

 28,9 103,0 25,6 

Average speed (ft/s):  1,1 2,0 0,4 
Maximum speed (ft/s):  8,0 10,5 1,6 
Number of stops:  11,5 15,0 7,0 
Percentage of 
completion time stood 
completely still: 

 30,8 % 32,5 % 50,0 % 

Trial 5: 
Relocate the Car

Mouse Wand Glove Speech 

Completion time: 2.52,5 3.09,2 2.41,4 7.07,4 
Distance travelled 
(feet): 

 1459,4 1580,9 1062,4 

Average speed (ft/s):  8,0 10,3 3,0 
Maximum speed (ft/s):  28,1 41,5 21,4 
Number of stops:  19,0 19,25 10,75 
Percentage of 
completion time stood 
completely still: 

 9,8 % 15,0 % 34,8 % 

Trial 6: 
Find the Visitor

Mouse Wand Glove Speech 

Completion time: 7.09,3 2.45,9 2.29,4 4.54,3 
Distance travelled 
(feet): 

 374,0 425,0 369,2 

Average speed (ft/s):  3,2 2,7 1,4 
Maximum speed (ft/s):  17,5 12,2 6,8 
Number of stops:  25,25 15,5 9,75 
Percentage of 
completion time stood 
completely still: 

 11,3 % 7,5 % 16,8 % 

Trial 7: 
Catch the Plane

Mouse Wand Glove Speech 

Completion time: --- 0.16,8 0.17,9 --- 
Distance travelled 
(feet): 

 1740,7 2594,6 --- 

Average speed (ft/s):  99,7 119,2 --- 
Maximum speed (ft/s):  221,0 208,2 --- 
Number of stops:  0,25 0,75 --- 
Percentage of 
completion time stood 
completely still: 

 14,0 % 9,5 % --- 

Table 3.2: Average value results from the navigation experiments. 
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3.4 Discussion of the Results 

This section discusses the results of the three navigation 
experiments. It analyses all different average value indicators and 
discusses the pros and cons of different input devices. 

3.4.1 Analysis of Average Values 

The completion time is one obvious indicator of the 
practicality of the input device. The idea in every experiment was to 
complete the trials as quickly as possible. Glove would seem to be 
the fastest choice in most cases, but the differences to results 
achieved with the wand are not significant. Mouse performed 
reasonably well in the second and the fifth trial (Trial 2: Downtown 
Cruise & Trial 5: Relocate the Car) but otherwise the results were 
not promising. The partial good results probably derive from the fact 
that in those trials the movement happened only in 2D, so the 
controlling was easier. But in 3D tasks mouse was somewhat of a 
disappointment. Using speech for navigation turned out to be quite 
difficult and took the longest time in nearly every trial. For example 
when compared to completion times achieved with wand and glove, 
using speech took usually about twice that amount of time. 

The meaning of traveling distance was in most cases so that 
smaller value was better than bigger. Usually this was related to 
completion time – traveling straight to target means completing the 
task faster. However, it is not always so simple. For example in 
several trials (Trial 4: Examine the Car, Trial 5: Relocate the Car & 
Trial 6: Find the Visitor) the users with speech would seem to have 
been performing rather well based on the small traveling distances. 
But if one looks at the other values it is clear that using speech is 
generally a slow and awkward process. In one case (Trial 3: Search 
the House) the distance traveled indicates how much area the users 
were generally able to search within the 3-minute time limit. In that 
case the bigger value is naturally better. Searching with speech 
seemed to be a cumbersome task. Most test subjects did not manage 
to search the whole house within the time limit, so they had to 
continue the search later to find the correct room. This can be seen 
also from the travelling distances; in this trial the distance covered 
by users with speech is not even half of the distance covered by 
users with glove. This is clearly shown also in Figure 3.17. Wand 
and glove performed equally well in traveling distances in almost 
every trial. The only case where there seems to be a significant 
difference is the maneuvering trial (Trial 4: Examine the Car). This 
occurs probably because of the travel technique bound to the glove. 
The glove uses one gesture for both movement and rotation, which 
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makes turning in place a little bit difficult. When rotating the hand it 
inevitably also moves at least a little. This caused some problems to 
users in this trial that required delicate and precise maneuvering to 
change the viewpoint to correct position. 

Because the idea was to complete the trials as quickly as 
possible, bigger average and maximum speeds are naturally better. 
Speech did not shine in this area also; in most cases the speeds 
achieved with it were about half of those achieved with wand/glove. 
Users with the glove beat the wand in almost every case but the 
differences are quite small. The meaning of number of stops is not 
that unambiguous. It is tempting to suggest that fewer stops mean 
faster movement. This seems to be very true in the first trial (Test 1: 
Tunnel). Users with speech have had severe difficulties, lots of stops 
and generally progressed very slowly. One can also look at the 
Figure 3.15, which confirms this. However, in almost all other trials 
the speech users have had the least number of stops when compared 
to wand and glove. This can probably be explained by the ease of 
fine adjustment; it is very easy to make small movements and 
position corrections with wand and glove, whereas with speech the 
users have been forced to make bigger movements without stopping. 

The percentage of completion time stood still tells something 
about the ease of use and practicality of the input devices. Value less 
than 10 % would be optimal, showing that the delay between the 
decision and action has been short and swift. These percentage 
values naturally vary between the trials, but in every test the speech 
users seem to have been the most puzzled ones. Usually the 
percentage value is between 10-15 % with wand and glove, but with 
speech the best value is 16,8 % (Trial 6: Find the Visitor) and 
usually the value is over 30 %. The worst case was the fourth trial 
(Trial 4: Examine the Car), where the speech users have spent about 
half of the completion time (50,0 %) just standing still. 

3.4.2 Discussion about Mouse 

The subjects using the mouse were able to complete six of 
the seven trial tasks but the completion times were rather poor. In the 
last task none of the users passed the test within the time limit. The 
biggest problem with the controls seemed to be the default 
acceleration speed that was too fast. Especially in tight places this 
seemed to be really annoying. Also the turning turned out to be quite 
difficult. The trackball embedded to the mouse was not practical to 
use. In addition, window focus problem appeared. If the mouse 
cursor slid off the window while turning the buttons had no effect 
anymore. The evaluator had to assist the users continuously by 
moving the cursor back to the screen. Especially the less experienced 
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users found this difficult to master and even the experts usually 
stopped all movement before even attempting to turn. 

One serious problem was also that moving straight 
left/right/up/down was not possible. The users were forced to first 
turn to the desired direction and then move forward to be able to 
proceed. In those cases where the user was restricted to stay at 
ground level the controls were not that cumbersome, but in 6 DOF 
trials the situation got worse. For example in the first test trial the 
users continuously went through walls and had to stop and try to 
backtrack back to the tunnel. Also the maneuvering test (Trial 4: 
Examine The Car) suffered badly from these problems. The 
awkward turning combined with surprising acceleration forced most 
users to go back and forth several times before they were able to 
read the text in the license plate. Finally, in the last task (Trial 7: 
Catch the Plane) none of the users were able to catch the plane in 
time. Typically by the time they had been able to turn to the right 
direction the plane was already quite far away. Then they had to 
accelerate to very fast speed and usually went past the plane. After 
that they had no other choice than to stop and start looking for the 
plane again. By that time it was already too late. 

The comments made by the subjects were parallel to the 
completion times. In the interview most of the comments were 
negative. Mouse was experienced to be a difficult input device for 
3D navigation. The most common user complaints were surprising 
acceleration and awkward turning. Some users complained also that 
the up/down directions were illogically upside down. 

3.4.3 Discussion about Wand & Glove 

The experiment results for wand and glove indicate that both 
of them are good tools for general navigation. Glove would seem to 
be a little better in most cases, but statistical analysis on the data 
shows no significant differences. Also the user routes shown in 
Section 3.3.1 seem to be quite similar in most cases. The comments 
and judgements made by the users support the results. Both wand 
and glove were popular, they were said to be easy to learn and use. 
Perhaps the only problem with the glove and the selected travel 
technique is that turning in place is not easy. When rotating the hand 
it inevitably also moves at least a little. This caused some problems 
to certain users especially in trials that took place inside of buildings. 
They went accidentally through walls while just trying to turn. Also, 
some hardware restrictions emerged: the cable from the EVE’s 
auxiliary PC to the glove was a bit too short. In some cases the users 
had to physically back up to be able to gather some speed again. A 
wireless system would obviously be better.  
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The experiment showed no significant differences in 
navigation performance between the two tools but proved that both 
of them are good input devices for navigation in a virtual 
environment. Especially the kind of navigation that consists of 
continuous movement and rotation requires a flexible travel 
technique and an input device that is easy to maneuver. Both wand 
and glove seem to fulfil these demands rather well. These two 
navigation tools feel natural because they are based on actual 
motion. It is an intuitive thought that movement results in 
movement. There is no unnecessary memory load; the user just 
moves the device to the direction he wishes to move. This is true 
especially with the glove: there is absolutely nothing extra to 
confuse the user. Not even any buttons, just fist and motion. 
However, the wand is easier to circulate between multiple users than 
the glove, which requires a separate fitting/removing period.  

3.4.4 Discussion about Speech 

The results indicate that speech recognition is not yet a good 
tool for VE navigation – at least with the chosen travel technique. 
One can compare the results with the ones achieved with wand and 
glove. In all trials the completion times and other measured values 
are significantly weaker, showing that speech related navigation is 
not easy to master. For example, the percentage of completion time 
stood completely still is generally very high, at worst 50,0 % in Trial 
4: Examine the Car. This clearly shows that the users have often 
been quite puzzled. The user paths shown in Section 3.3.1 indicate 
the same. For example, Figure 3.15 shows the user routes from the 
first trial (Trial 1: Tunnel). The routes with wand and glove are 
straightforward and look quite similar, which shows that the users 
have been able to easily navigate through the corridor. However, 
navigation with speech has obviously been very difficult. Another 
example can be seen in Figure 3.17, which shows the 3-minute 
search routes from the third trial (Trial 3: Search the House). 
Searching the house with speech seems to have been a cumbersome 
and time-consuming task; wand and glove users have covered much 
more area. In the outdoor tasks the speech related navigation 
succeeded a little better. For example, in Figure 3.18 (showing paths 
from Trial 5: Relocate the Car) one can notice that somewhat 
strangely the speech routes are the “cleanest”. It seems that with 
wand and glove it have been easy to drive around quickly and also 
get lost quickly, but with speech the users have needed to think 
before they act. Still, as the completion times and other values show, 
using speech for navigation is generally a slow and awkward 
process. 
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The judgments made by the test subjects support the results. 
Based on the comments made during and after tests, speech was not 
a popular tool. The worst annoyance was the delay caused by the 
recognition software. The lag was usually 0.9-1.3 seconds, enough to 
confuse and aggravate the users. Particularly the novice users had 
severe difficulties with this. However, the users seemed to get used 
to it after some time and started to anticipate their commands. But 
there were also several cases where the software did not recognize 
the command at all. The users did not always instantly realize that; 
they thought it was just the delay. It may be so that speech 
recognition is more suitable for example for changing some 
interaction mode, where the action is not required to happen 
instantly and the lag is not that disturbing. However, it also seems 
that part of the bad results derive from the fact that the chosen travel 
technique was too similar to those used with mouse, wand and glove. 
There were default starting speeds for movement and rotation, and 
all the changes occurred within certain steps. This was perhaps not 
the optimal choice - currently, things seemed always to go either too 
slow or too fast, and trying to change the situation usually only made 
it worse. Part of the problem was also related to the grammar. It 
seems that the extra flexibility added to the language syntax actually 
caused a little more delay to the recognition. For example, in the 
syntax there were three different ways to stop the motion. The user 
could say just “stop” or he could specify it more by saying “stop 
moving” or “stop turning”. When designing the language syntax this 
seemed to be a good idea; the user could choose to stop all motion or 
just the desired part of it. But in reality this resulted in additional 
awkwardness. When the system recognized the word “stop”, it did 
not instantly stop everything. Instead it waited for a moment if the 
user would say also word “moving” or “turning”. This naturally 
caused a little extra delay. It was not a long time but when this delay 
was combined to the normal delay associated with the recognition, it 
was an extra annoyance to the user. This was especially irritating 
because stop is one of the most important commands and one would 
usually very much like it to be processed precisely. 

3.5 VIDS Navigation Element Selection 

Based on the results it was chosen that VIDS would utilize 
wand as input device for navigation. Wand succeeded well in the 
tasks closely related to interior design (Trials 3, 4 and 6) and was 
also the most practical navigation tool in general. However, to 
enhance the usability of tool the travel technique was modified 
similar to the system used in glove. This way the wand uses one 
button for both movement and rotation, making it easier to use the 
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device with just one hand. This subsection discusses the rationale for 
the navigation element selection. 

The experiment results indicate clearly that typical wireless 
trackball-mouse is not the best possible choice for VE navigation. 
Mouse is obviously suitable for 2D navigation but in the real 3D 
environments the situation is different; using mouse is possible but 
appears to be difficult. Part of it can be explained with the hardware 
and software solution used in the study. Obviously the results might 
be better if the technology improved. For example, should we get rid 
of the window focus –problem, the situation might be much better. 
And instead of the trackball we could use a tablet where to move the 
mouse. But the fact still remains; mouse is not the best possible 
device for VR navigation. This can be explained as a question of 
metaphors – the mouse lacks the functions for the third dimension so 
as an input device it does not support user’s mental model about 3D 
navigation. Of course this is also related to the travel technique used 
with the mouse. With the current technique the user could only move 
forward or backward, not directly up/down/left/right. Perhaps with a 
more flexible travel technique the results would have been better. 

Both wand and glove are good input devices and the travel 
techniques bound to them seem to be practical and easy to learn. But 
the system is still far from perfect yet. For example, most of the 
users seemed to use the wand with both hands, although it was 
assumed that it would be quite easy to handle with just one hand. It 
is clear that the device needs some product development to make it 
more practical. Also the glove system could use some 
improvements. One problematic issue is that there are two wires 
coming to the glove, one from the tracker and one from the auxiliary 
PC, as shown in Figure 3.6. The wires were fastened together with 
small clips but still that solution was not optimal. A totally wireless 
system would of course be the best one. 

The test results show that speech related navigation is 
possible but not very practical yet. The system is still unreliable and 
the recognition delay is far too long, causing inaccuracy and 
unnecessary irritation. Also, ViaVoice is an “overkill” application 
for navigational needs. It would be nice to have a speaker-
independent system that would not require training. ViaVoice is 
speaker-dependent with large vocabulary because it provides 
dictation properties, i.e. allows producing text documents just by 
using speech. However, in navigation people typically use a rather 
small vocabulary. A simpler speaker-independent system, which 
recognizes a limited number of commands, would probably suit just 
fine. Also, the travel technique bound to the speech system was not 
very flexible and did not take full advantage of the strengths and 
possibilities of speech. Perhaps some more abstract form such as 
“teleportation” or “race driver & map reader” would succeed better. 
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4 CONSTRUCTION – PART II:  
ADDITION OF DESIGN ELEMENT 

After the most practical input device & travel technique for VE 
navigation had been found out, it was time to add the design element. 
This was not such a straightforward task, because it involves issues 
such as object manipulation, system control and model integration 
between CAD & VR systems. Also human thinking aspects related to 
design must be taken into account. Chosen combination solution proved 
to be simple and straightforward. 

Summary of a problem field related to design element in VR 
applications is presented in Section 4.1, the collaborative design 
solutions adopted in this research are described in Section 4.2, a survey 
& evaluation of open-source CAD programs is introduced in Section 
4.3 and the combination of VIDS elements is discussed in Section 4.4. 

4.1 Problems Related to Design in a VE 

From a computer UI point of view, design process typically 
involves a lot of object manipulation as well as different system 
control requirements. These are not such simple tasks to be 
performed in a VE; typical CAD user interface used in traditional 
desktop CAD applications is not available in immersive VR. Then 
again, developing VR applications that enable actual work over a 
period of time requires fluent operation of the most basic 
interactions (such as object manipulation), so that the immersed 
participant can concentrate on higher-level tasks rather than low-
level motor activities (Poupyrev, 2000). By the time people reach 
adulthood they have perfected manipulation skills to the point where 
many tasks can be performed without conscious attention; the 
interface becomes invisible. It is this level of naturalness and 
transparency that should be aimed to achieve in interacting with 
computers. In general, the interaction should not feel like a human-
computer interaction anymore, but rather like a human-product or 
human-task interaction. (Subramanian, 2001). There has been 
considerable amount of research and several experiments related to 
this area. Interested reader can check for example results of 3DUI 
(2010). But there is still no perfect solution – not even close. 

The aim of this thesis was to find out how to create a simple 
immersive VR interior design system using a collaborative model? 
Creating a novel interface for object manipulation in immersive VR 
where a single user could handle every aspect of interior design by 
himself would be extremely interesting but is outside the scope. The 
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focus here is on interacting through a computer instead of interacting 
with a computer. In addition to the virtual design user interface 
issues, the diversity of purposes between CAD and VR tools create 
several problems related to the integration of the CAD and VR 
systems. Thus some clever and uncomplicated solutions were 
required.  

The following subsections will introduce several problems 
related to VR design applications. Various research results will also 
be presented and discussed. 

4.1.1 Object Manipulation & System Control 

Design process typically involves a lot of object 
manipulation as well as different system control requirements. In its 
simplest form, object manipulation can be reduced into three 
elementary or atomic actions to be performed (Subramanian, 2001): 
• Selection/grabbing: identifying an object to be manipulated. 
• Position/rotation: displacing an object by movements from one 

position to another, whilst retaining the object’s shape and size. 
• Deforming: modification of the shape and size of the objects. 

Also color or texture modifications can be considered to be part 
of this action. 

However, these are not simple tasks to be performed in VE. 
Typical CAD user interface used in traditional desktop CAD 
applications is not available in immersive VR. Development of 
effective VR object manipulation interface requires comprehensive 
understanding of immersive manipulation and, in particular, which 
virtual tools and techniques should be used and how they should be 
designed to be easy and effective to use for everyone.  

There has been considerable research and development effort 
in recent years aimed at 3D interaction and user interfaces. A large 
number of immersive object manipulation techniques have been 
presented. Bowman (2002) provided an overview of the state of the 
art in 3D interaction techniques. The variety of reported techniques 
is quite extensive. Examples include virtual hand, arm-extension, 
ray-casting, world-in-miniature metaphor and other interesting 
techniques. None of these techniques can be identified as the optimal 
technique: their performance seems to be always task and 
environment dependent. However, some general principles can be 
stated. Often, nonrealistic techniques seem to have better 
performance than those based on real world. It is also important to 
implement constraints and limit DOFs whenever possible (Bowman 
et al., 2001). 

However, developing effective object manipulation interface 
for VE is not the only problem. When designing in VE, one needs 
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also the system control component. System control refers to a task in 
which a command is applied to change either the state of the system 
or the mode of interaction (Bowman et al., 2001). In design 
application, this would typically mean change of manipulation type 
(e.g., move, rotate, scale, etc.), selecting a certain object to be added 
or some other modification of system state. The issuing of a 
command typically includes the selection of an element from a set. 
Therefore some similarities can be noticed between system control 
and object selection techniques. The use of commands in traditional 
desktop applications has received much attention. However, 
interaction styles used in desktop environments, such as pull-down 
menus or command-line input, are not always practical and usable 
within a VE. One typical problem related to VE system control is 
that traditionally one- or two-dimensional task becomes three-
dimensional, reducing the effectiveness. For example, touching a 
menu item floating in 3D space is much more difficult than selecting 
a menu item on the traditional 2D desktop. This is not only because 
the task has become 3D, but also because the important constraint of 
the physical desk on which the mouse rests is missing. There has 
been very little empirical evaluation of VE system control 
techniques. Bowman (2002) presented some examples of 
implementations that have been reported. These included virtual 
menus & tools, voice commands and gestures. In several cases, 
system control in VEs seems to be quite awkward and distracts the 
user from the actual task at hand. If users are struggling with the 
menu interface, for example, their domain-specific goals will take 
much longer to realize. 

Because of all these problems, the possible design element in 
VE applications is currently often cumbersome and inconvenient. 
Poor design of interaction techniques, distracting system control 
interface and other factors can make the design task in VE quite a 
frustrating experience. The main challenge is a methodological one. 
There is still not enough knowledge of the essential characteristics 
and parameters in VE design. Although immersive object 
manipulation is similar to object manipulation in the real world, 
there are also significant differences, which have to be explored in 
order to exploit the full potential of VR technology in this area. 

4.1.2 CAD-VR Model Integration Problems 

In addition to the virtual design UI problems listed earlier, 
there are also numerous problems related to the integration of the 
CAD and VR systems. The problems exist due to the diversity of 
purposes between CAD and VR tools. CAD tools operate on 
semantically rich data and are used to create and modify detailed 
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models. VR tools, on the other hand, mainly operate on dumb 
triangles and are used to support activities with a high visualization 
and immersion demand. Because of that, the models are not directly 
compatible but require some kind of conversion process. However, 
this is not a straightforward task either and may cause even more 
difficulties. Several problems can be detected regarding to the 
visualization of the CAD models in VR applications, including low 
performance for complex models, lack of realism, inadequate 
treatment of geometry, loss of semantics and only one-way 
conversion (Raposo et al., 2006). 

In order to bridge the gap between the two domains, some 
very distinct CAD-VR integration solutions have been proposed. 
Vahl & Lukas (2003) introduced a way to analyze these solutions, 
based on coupling between the CAD and VR software. In this 
analysis dimension, four approaches may be distinguished: 
1. Systems connected by means of gateways to ease the conversion 

process from the CAD model to the VR model. In this process, 
CAD models are converted usually by exporting from the CAD 
system to models suitable for VR, such as Virtual Reality 
Modeling Language (VRML). This is the most common 
approach, suitable for majority of CAD and VR systems. The 
problem here is that usually the model used for representation is 
only a dumb subset of the original CAD model. 

2. Systems using specially defined common file format for both 
CAD and VR models. One example of this approach is the 
XMpLant, a “neutral” CAD format based on Extensible Markup 
Language (XML) to describe process plants (AVEVA Group, 
2005). However, it is more focused to conversion between 
different CAD to CAD systems. XMpLant has potential also for 
the CAD-VR integration, but tools that will use it as input still 
need to process it in order to solve some of the mentioned 
problems of CAD to VR conversion. 

3. Systems connected by means of an application programming 
interface (API). An example of this approach is the use of OMG 
CAD Services interface (OMG, 2005) to enable the 
interoperability of CAD, CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing) 
and CAE (Computer Aided Engineering) tools. 

4. Systems using integration in one process. In this approach, the 
VR system is an integrated part of the CAD system and can 
directly access the computer-internal representation of the CAD 
model. This naturally guarantees the shortest response times and 
full coverage of CAD functions. However, this will always result 
in vendor specific solutions, thus not being a generic approach 
towards integrating CAD and VR. An example of this approach 
is presented in Berta (1999). 
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There are also some hybrid solutions, which utilize two or 
more categories. One example is ENVIRON (Raposo et al., 2006), 
which combines categories 1 and 3, by extracting (exporting) 
information from the CAD system by means of application 
programming interfaces (APIs) native to the CAD systems. The 
system appears promising, but is still very far from general solution. 
To the best of the author’s knowledge, no one has yet introduced a 
fully functional integrated system where one can migrate from a 
CAD to a VR model and possibly vice-versa. In the absence of a 
standard for CAD to VR conversion, current VR tools use partial 
solutions, limited to specific CAD formats and quite dependent on 
user adjustments in the generated VR model. 

4.2 VIDS Solution: Collaborative Design Model 

To make VIDS as efficient and user-friendly as possible, it 
was necessary to take into account all the problems presented in the 
previous section. On the other hand, because it was clear that 
creating a completely new massive VR design system with a unique 
new user interface was beyond the scope of this thesis, some simple 
and straightforward collaborative solutions were required. After 
considering several different alternatives, divided co-operation was 
chosen as a starting point. For designer UI, VIDS uses collaborative 
design model with Wizard of Oz –type (WOz) input. 

The WOz prototyping approach has been used for years in 
human-computer interaction research. It is particularly beneficial for 
studying user interfaces for pervasive, ubiquitous or mixed-reality 
systems that combine intelligent control logic and complex sensing 
(Dow et al., 2005). Human “wizard” simulates the system’s 
intelligence and interacts with the user through a real or mock 
computer interface. In WOz studies, a wizard operator typically 
plays one of two roles: either controller who fully simulates an 
inbuilt system component, or supervisor who oversees a working 
system and, if necessary, overrides decisions that the system or user 
makes. A less common role, moderator, lies between them, and is 
used when a technology or system component is working but is still 
not trusted. 

Over the past decades, researchers have raised several 
general considerations that one should be conscious of when 
planning WOz experiments. Special attention must be paid to the 
nonsimulated parts of the system, the constraints of the user task, 
and guidelines for the wizard (Dahlbäck et al., 1993). Formal models 
for the system’s behavior are necessary for keeping the simulation 
honest (Maulsby et al., 1993), especially because possible user 
awareness of correct and incorrect wizard behavior can taint an 
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evaluation and compromise the results (Klemmer et al., 2000) 
(Molin, 2004). These considerations all point to the need for careful 
and appropriate experimental design in WOz simulations. Especially 
the wizard’s role in the experimental design should be well defined 
and consistent. 

Collaborative approach used in VIDS divides the design 
process (shown earlier in Figure 2.5) into two parts, mental design 
and actual design. The user is inside the EVE, doing the mental 
design, i.e. mental model update. The user can move around the 
model but not actually modify it. There is a wizard outside the EVE 
on a nearby computer, handling the actual model update with a 
CAD-program. The wizard’s role in this case is a clear controller – a 
kind of super-user, capable of doing virtually anything to the model. 
The general idea is that the user makes design requests and the 
wizard fulfills them in co-operation with the user. The computers are 
connected so that when the wizard updates the model in the CAD-
program, it is also updated in the EVE. 

One of the most positive aspects of collaborative design 
model is that it might be beneficial to divide the design load. As 
discussed earlier, there are people that are very good in updating the 
mental model. They can be called “mental designers”. And then 
there are people who are very good in updating the actual model; 
they can be called “actual designers”. Even “ordinary people”, 
meaning not industrial designers, artists, etc., may have good mental 
design skills. However, they may have limited manual design skills, 
i.e. limited knowledge of CAD-programs etc. And of course vice 
versa – there are people who can do anything with a CAD-program 
but have no artistic eye for mental design. Successful industrial 
designers are usually good in both types of design. But they are quite 
rare type of people. There are probably a lot more mental designers 
than actual designers in the world. Collaborative design model used 
in VIDS brings them to work together and allows both to concentrate 
fully just on one part of design. This kind of system is just like built 
for typical commercial interior design situation, where there are 
customer(s) and interior design professional(s) working together to 
find the best solution for the customer’s “problem”.  

In VIDS, the communication between the user and the 
wizard is done verbally - the user makes design requests and the 
wizard fulfills them. The user can continue the mental design update 
process and prepare his next request while the wizard does manual 
update, i.e. carries out the previous request. In an optimal case the 
user has a new request ready by the time the wizard has finished the 
previous one, supposing that the wizard understood and conducted 
the previous request exactly as the user meant. Naturally the manual 
update part should not take too much time so that the mental design 
does not get too far ahead or is delayed. This time window naturally 
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varies with the situation and the user but should probably be just a 
couple of minutes maximum. The process emphasizes 
communication, which should transmit the mental model from the 
user’s brain to the wizard in an identical form. For the user, the 
effort is shifted from manual work to verbal task; he should be able 
to describe his mental model as clear as possible. This is not a bad 
thing - typically when you have to explain your plans to someone 
else, you usually also update and elaborate them in the process. 

One issue to consider is the visibility of the actual model 
update. Should all phases of the actual model update work made by 
the wizard be directly visible to the user, or only the update result 
after the wizard has completed the current task? On one hand, seeing 
the work in progress could be helpful for the user in order to check 
and accept the modifications. This allows to immediately see if the 
wizard has understood the request and is fulfilling it right. But on the 
other hand, there may be situations where these unfinished 
alterations to the model can confuse the user and disturb the mental 
model update process. For VIDS this was solved with a system 
where the wizard can decide when to show the updates. 

4.3 Finding Proper CAD-Software 

For CAD-VR integration, after thorough consideration it was 
chosen that VIDS follows a hybrid approach between categories 1 
and 2 from the integration solution list presented earlier (Vahl & 
Lukas, 2003). The idea was to create a system that connects EVE 
and another computer equipped with a separate CAD-program. They 
will both show the same model, for synchronization they share the 
same file system and use a common file format with automatic 
export/import. This kind of simple system should work fine, as long 
as the synchronization delay stays within acceptable range. But first 
it was necessary to find a proper CAD-program and integrate it with 
the navigation software. 

This part of the research was started with an evaluation of 
existing simple open-source CAD-programs. It was not appropriate 
to start developing a new CAD-program from scratch. The aim was 
to find a proper piece of software that could be added to EVE’s 
Linux-computer and modify it so that it communicates with the 
navigation component running in the main computer. The evaluation 
process took place in autumn 2005 and consisted of following steps: 
1. Define the initial requirements 
2. Examine briefly possible programs that meet those requirements 
3. Choose two most promising alternatives and analyse closely 
4. Select the best one 
Following subsections describe the evaluation process in detail. 
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4.3.1 Requirements & Preliminary List 

Initial requirements for VIDS CAD-software were: 
• Open-source software. A critical requirement; source code was 

needed because it was necessary to modify the software. 
Important factor was also that the final aim was to create 
something that would help the whole VR research community. 

• Linux-based software. Additional Windows-version was 
naturally ok, but the program had to be able to run in Linux at 
least. This was required because EVE used Unix-based systems 
and also the auxiliary PC was only Linux-equipped. 

• Support for several import/export file formats. Especially ability 
to read and write .OBJ (Wavefront Object) and .DXF (AutoCAD 
Drawing exChange) formats were considered important, since 
they are probably two of the most widely supported vector 
formats today and the navigation software in EVE supports them 
accurately. 

• Easy and intuitive user interface to allow quick & easy modeling. 
• Simple, lightweight software, which is easy to modify. 

Following promising CAD-programs were tested briefly in 
the first phase (listed in alphabetical order). 
•••• BLENDER  (http://www.blender3d.org)
•••• gCAD3d   (http://www.gcad3d.org) 
•••• GraphiteOne 3D  (http://www.graphiteone-cad.com) 
•••• K-3D   (http://www.k-3d.org) 
•••• Moonlight|3D  (http://www.moonlight3d.eu/cms/) 
•••• Wings3D   (http://www.wings3d.com) 

4.3.2 Evaluation 

Out of these programs, two very promising alternatives were 
chosen to be studied more carefully: 
•••• K-3D 
•••• Wings3D 

These two were chosen because they seemed to be mature 
enough for serious usage but still simple enough to be easily 
modified. They were also supplied with quite thorough 
documentation, both from the user’s and developer’s point of view. 
Both of them also supported several import/export file formats, 
including the (ASCII-based) Wavefront .OBJ -format. It turned out 
that the navigation software used in the EVE performed most 
effectively with that file format. This subsection presents the 
evaluation process in detail. 
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K-3D 

K-3D is a free 3D modeling and animation system for 
GNU/Linux and Win32, licensed under the GNU General Public 
License (GPL). The software is written in C++ and GTK++ 
programming languages. K-3D is designed to generate motion-
picture-quality animation with Renderman-compliant render 
engines. The software looks promising and is under active 
development. Tested version was K-3D v0.4.5.0-2 (Linux-version). 
The compilation process took remarkably long time. It seems that 
the whole system architecture in K-3D is quite complicated, which is 
not a good thing in this case. Configuration and/or modification of 
the software do not seem to be a simple and straightforward task but 
requiring painstaking studying of the code. And even slightest 
changes in the source code require most of the code to be re-
compiled over and over again. 

Figure 4.2: K-3D user interface – viewport, node list, properties, etc. 

Also the UI of the K-3D software is not very clear, as shown 
in Figure 4.2. There is a lot of stuff on the screen, several different 
windows and configuration boxes. All these gadgets seem quite 
confusing, especially for novice user. There are some interactive 
tutorials available, but somehow the whole system feels a bit too 
complex. Naturally one would eventually learn to use fluently, but 
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one of the initial requirements for VIDS CAD-software was that it 
should have easy and intuitive UI and the whole system should be 
simple and easy to modify. One obvious problem is that there is lot 
of complex animation-related functions and components available as 
K-3D was originally designed to generate high-quality animation. 
These are of course useful in several situations but they are not 
needed in this study. This extensive animation stuff is probably 
causing also the extra delay to the compilation process. There are 
also some other components that are not necessary in VIDS. All 
these make the source code rather complex and modifying the 
program a laborious task. 

Wings3D 

Wings 3D is a subdivision modeler inspired by Nendo and 
Mirai programs from Izware (http://www.izware.com). It is licensed 
under BSD-style license and is available for Windows, Linux and 
Mac OSX. Wings3D has been developed actively and it looks quite 
nice and feature-rich. Also the documentation is mostly complete 
and there is an active forum of developers. Tested version was 
Wings3d v0.98.29b (Linux-version) fine. Compilation was quite 
fast. One sort of negative issue about Wings is that it has been 
written in Erlang programming language. Erlang is a declarative 
language for concurrent and distributed systems, developed by 
Armstrong et al. (1996) at the Ericsson and Ellemtel Computer 
Science Laboratories. (For more information about Erlang, see 
http://www.erlang.org). Erlang is a flexible and handy programming 
language, but the syntax is a little bit cryptic and hard to understand. 
So modifying the software required learning a new programming 
style. This was a slightly laborious but rewarding task. 

The user interface of Wings3D is quite clear, there is only 
one main screen where all action happens, as shown in Figure 4.3. 
The ease of use revolves around the implementation of context 
sensitive menus, accessed via the right mouse button. The specific 
context sensitive menu will be presented over the workspace when 
the right mouse button is pressed. It is dependent on which edit 
mode is active, as determined by the central icons on the icon bar, 
while some element (a vertex, edge, face or object) is selected. If the 
workspace is empty, or if no elements are selected, the Primitives 
menu will appear. If vertices are selected, the Vertex menu will 
come up; edges, the Edge Menu, faces, the Face Menu; Body (full 
objects), the Object Menu. The status bar on the bottom shows what 
options are available. The concept and different commands of the 
program are easy to learn and understand. There are also extensive 
user manual and several tutorials available for beginners. 
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Figure 4.3: Wings3D user interface with 1957 Chevrolet Bel Air convertible. 

4.3.3 Final Choice: Wings3D 

The final choice for VIDS CAD-component was Wings3D. 
The decision was based on the facts that when compared to K-3D, 
Wings3D had better user interface, clearer code structure allowing 
easier adaptation, quicker compilation time and faster starting time. 
Wings3D has one major disadvantage: the texture support does not 
yet work properly. There is some functionality for textures but it is 
mostly still work in progress. This is naturally a serious limitation. 
However, it was considered not as a critical issue, since in VIDS the 
textures can be replaced with different colors.  

Wavefront Object (.OBJ) format was chosen to serve as 
common file format in VIDS. It is simple, text-based (ASCII) 
format, which supports lines, polygons, and free-form curves and 
surfaces. Lines and polygons are described in terms of their points, 
while curves and surfaces are defined with control points and other 
information depending on the curve. Both the EVE navigator and 
Wings3D seem to support the .OBJ-format flawlessly.
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4.4 Combination of VIDS Elements

Now that both VIDS elements were chosen it was time to 
combine them. This required considerable effort and called for 
extensive modifications to both Wings3D and EVE navigator. Based 
on the previously reported VR–based interior design system 
research, the requirements for the combination were: 
• Synchronization of models. When the model is modified in the 

CAD-program (Wings3D) there should be fast update also to the 
model shown in EVE navigator. 

• Saving all intermediate versions of the model. This was 
important for two reasons. They can be used to analyze the 
design process afterwards and in case something unexpected 
happens, for example a software crash occurs, one can use the 
latest version to continue instantly from the correct point. 

• Individual viewpoints for both the user in EVE and the wizard in 
CAD-program. This means that the user can move around the 
model regardless of what the wizard is doing or watching. 

All these requirements were fulfilled with the same simple 
system. The most important part of the combination was database 
synchronization. For this, several different methods were considered. 
The simplest one was discovered to be also the best one. Both 
software components were set to use the same file system, i.e. both 
computers have been mounted to same home directory. They use 
sockets to handle the internal communication. Separate threads were 
added to both Wings3D and EVE navigator to send and receive 
socket messages. This way the navigation and design elements stay 
separate enough to allow private viewpoints for the user and the 
wizard. The user is free to roam around the model while the wizard 
modifies it. After the model is modified in the CAD-program the 
synchronization process (visualized in Figure 4.4) is started. 

Figure 4.4: Synchronization process between the CAD-PC and the EVE main computer. 
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  The synchronization process has two parts: 
1. The model is exported from the CAD-program. The file format is 

Wavefront .OBJ and every exported version is given a unique 
name as the program adds a serial number to the end of the file 
name. When the export is completed, the CAD-program sends 
the model file name to the EVE-navigator through a socket. 

2. The model is imported to the EVE-navigator. When the import is 
completed, the navigator sends an acknowledgement message 
back to the CAD-program. 

The chosen synchronization approach has of course its own 
advantages and disadvantages. The good sides are that the process is 
straightforward and simple. Also all the intermediate versions will 
be automatically saved for later use and/or analysis. The 
disadvantage is that there will be some delays for both exporting and 
importing the model. But in general the synchronization works very 
well as long as the delays do not get disturbing. 

There was some consideration whether the synchronization 
process should be done automatically after each and every 
modification, no matter how big or small. However, in practice this 
turned out to be not a good idea because of these export & import 
delays. So the feature was programmed so that synchronization is 
started only when a certain key is pressed on Wings3D program. 
This way the wizard can determine when the modification is 
significant or ready enough to be updated also to the EVE navigator. 

4.4.1 First Impressions 

When the combination of the software elements was 
completed, a new design system was ready – something that can be 
called Virtual Immersive Design System or simply VIDS. Figure 4.5 
shows a diagram of the VIDS system architecture. The general idea 
is that the user operates in EVE and can move freely around the 
model with the help of the wand. Movement mode follows the 
throttle & steering metaphor, which was found to be practical in 
experiments discussed in Chapter 3. When the user wishes to modify 
the model somehow, he makes a verbal design request to the wizard, 
who is working on a nearby computer. The wizard modifies the 
model according to the request and updates it also to EVE. 

First hand experiences and comments about VIDS were quite 
positive and encouraging. Collaborative work in immersive VR 
seemed to be fun and meaningful way to do design. Image resolution 
in EVE was 1024x1024 (120hz, i.e. 60hz for each eye) on each wall. 
At that time this was a very good achievement, enough for photo-
realistic VR experience. However, the texture limitation mentioned 
earlier naturally caused some limitations for VIDS image quality.  
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Figure 4.5: Virtual Immersive Design System architecture overview. 

One possible problem was related to the export/import delay 
during the synchronization process. The delay was noticeable, even 
with quite small models. To make sure this does not become too 
significant issue, the consistency of the delay had to be analyzed. 
This issue was examined with several models with increasing size 
and complexity. The results showed that the delay is quite directly 
proportional to the complexity of the model, i.e. number of 
polygons. Figure 4.6 shows a graph of the average synchronization 
delay. X-axis shows the complexity of the model (number of 
polygons) and Y-axis the delay (seconds). There are actually two 
graphs, the purple one shows the delay required for exporting the 
model from Wings3D and the blue one shows the total delay time. 

The total delay raises quite quickly; the slope is about 1,54 
seconds for each 1000 polygons. This means that for example with 
15 000 polygons the total delay is already approximately 23 seconds; 
quite a long time to wait when doing intensive design. Luckily only 
the wizard has to suffer the total of it. One can notice that most of 
the delay (almost 75 %) results from the exporting and only a small 
portion from the importing. The wizard cannot do anything during 
the whole synchronization process as Wings3D waits for 
acknowledgement, but the action in EVE stops only for import. 
Unfortunately for the EVE user the import delay effect is quite nasty 
– picture freezes and the stereo effect temporarily disappears. 
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Figure 4.6: Graph of the average synchronization delay of VIDS. 

One can ask what kind of synchronization delay is still 
acceptable? Of course this question has no unambiguous answer, 
some people are more patient than others. In preliminary tests it was 
observed that 10-15 seconds of import delay was still ok for most, 
15-20 seconds was beginning to annoy people and after 20 seconds 
most users started to get really frustrated. The wizard must be 
extremely patient.  

Today’s models are quite detailed & feature-rich, which 
requires lot of polygons. This is somewhat of a problem, because the 
delay issue limits the complexity of the models used in VIDS. One 
way to address this problem would be to use more powerful 
computer as the CAD-PC. This would probably reduce the export 
delay part to some extent. However, the current synchronization 
solution inevitably causes at least a little delay. It is best to accept 
this fact, take it into account and try to reduce its´ significance by 
using simple enough models. The actual graveness of the delay issue 
can only be determined during actual design experiment. So the next 
logical step was to test VIDS with real users and an actual interior 
design test scenario. The hypothesis was that VIDS should not suffer 
very much from the delay in this area of design. The requests from 
the user would probably be quite simple and gentle so the wizard 
should not be in serious trouble, at least not all of the time. Another 
positive aspect is that the models do not necessarily need to be that 
complicated; just some simple furniture models are required. 
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5 INTERIOR DESIGN EXPERIMENT 

To determine how well immersive interior design can be 
performed using VIDS, an evaluation test was conducted. The 
subject of this experiment was kitchen furnishing. The goal was to 
find out how well collaborative interior design between the wizard 
and the users works in a controlled situation in immersive VR. Both 
qualitative and quantitative analysis was carried out. To gather and 
find out all the necessary results, there were three main methods: 
average values, observations and interview results.

The experiment setup & evaluation methods are described in 
Section 5.1 and the results are presented in Sections 5.2 & 5.3. Next 
chapter (Chapter 6) contains an analysis & discussion of the results. 

5.1  Design Experiment - Setup 

The topic of the experiment was kitchen furnishing; the task 
for each test subject was to create his or her own virtual dream 
kitchen. Kitchen was chosen because it is a room that should be 
quite familiar to everyone. Kitchen also has several practical issues 
related to the placement of the furniture to allow easy and smooth 
cooking, eating, dishing etc. Furthermore, the size and complexity of 
the object to be designed had to be limited. This was partly because 
of the export/import-delay and partly because otherwise the task 
would have taken way too much time. This resulted in some 
limitations to the kitchen design process. The test subjects had to use 
a predefined default kitchen as the base of their work. The walls of 
the default kitchen model restricted the kitchen to be a rather small 
quadrangular room with a window on one wall. The window and the 
walls were not movable. However, there was not back wall so it was 
not defined if this was a separate room or part of a larger room. 
Naturally a bigger room would have benefit more of the practical 
navigation methods developed earlier. However, the kitchen was 
made big enough for the users to explore it from different points of 
view. Following subsections give more detailed description of the 
default kitchen and design restrictions included.  

The number of test subjects in the study was 24 people (15 
males, 9 females). Ages of the people varied between 24 and 60 
years (average 34,7 years). They had previous immersive VR 
experience ranging from none to extensive, majority had no previous 
experience. One third (8 people) of the test subjects had some type 
of designer background, rest were “ordinary people”. Before their 
initial participation, the subjects were informed the nature of the 
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study and what they would be seeing and doing in the virtual world. 
Before the test, the subjects were shown how to move around the 
virtual kitchen with the help of the wand, ie. pressing the button and 
moving/turning the device. They were also instructed how to 
conduct collaborative design with the wizard. This was done so that 
the wizard, an experienced industrial designer sitting next to a CAD-
PC close to the EVE, communicated verbally with the test user 
inside the EVE. The wizard was the same person every time and 
tried his best to be a fair and objective partner, serving all test users 
in the same way. The dialogue was not limited in any way - the users 
could employ any vocabulary they wished. Finally, the users were 
given a kitchen furniture catalogue where they could choose objects 
to add & modify. 

Figure 5.1 shows an example of the kitchen design process. 
On the background one can see EVE and a test subject inside it. On 
the foreground the wizard is modifying the kitchen model according 
to the request made by the test subject. The time limit for the kitchen 
design task was 45 minutes maximum. The whole test session was 
monitored and recorded with a video camera. Additional camera was 
used to record the wizard monitor screen, as shown in bottom right 
in Figure 5.1. The dialogue between the test subjects and the wizard 
was recorded with a microphone. Final kitchen models and also all 
design versions of the kitchen for every subject were saved to disk 
for later analysis. After the test the users were interviewed with a 
semi-structured interview. These interviews were also recorded. 

  

Figure 5.1: VIDS kitchen design experiment in progress (wizard adding a table). 
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5.1.1 Kitchen Furniture Catalogue 

Before the users were allowed to enter the virtual world they 
were given a kitchen furniture catalogue. This pamphlet is 
introduced in Appendix C and showed several different chairs, 
tables, kitchen cabinets and other kitchen furniture. They were meant 
to serve as building blocks for the kitchen; the users could ask the 
wizard to add any of the objects to any place. These models could 
also be altered and modified. In addition to simple request such as 
place, size and colour, the users could also ask for other more 
complicated design modifications. Or even request the wizard to 
create a completely new object from scratch. In theory, the only 
limitation was the users´ imagination. However, complicated 
demands would naturally take some time to fulfil. The users were 
reminded of the 45 min time limit. 

The kitchen furniture catalogue was black and white; the 
users were required to define their own colours for every object. On 
default all objects were white. Because of the limitations 
encountered with the Wings3D-software, the number of possible 
colours was restricted to predefined 67 colours. These included a 
combination of 4 variants (values 0 / 85 / 170 / 255) for each of the 
RGB-components, making a total of 4*4*4 = 64 different colours. In 
addition to these fully opaque colours, there were also three semi-
transparent grey glass materials available (opacity percentage 25% / 
50% / 75%). Last page of catalogue (Appendix C) showed examples 
of all colours. 

Most of the furniture models were copyright-free objects 
found from the Internet; some of them were created by the author. 
Because of the export/import –delay notified earlier with VIDS the 
models chosen were generally quite simple but still realistic. Some 
models were even slightly simplified by removing unnecessary or 
hidden parts. Models were chosen so that they represented several 
different styles and trends, in order to help every test user to find at 
least something favourable. Following websites were used to collect 
the models: 
• http://avalon.viewpoint.com  - Avalon 3D archive 
• http://www.archicado.fr.fm  - Archicado 
• http://www.kit3dmodels.com  - Kit3dmodels 
• http://www.amazing3d.com  - Amazing 3D Graphics Inc. 
• http://www.creative-3d.net  - Creative 3D 
• http://www.klicker.de   - Klicker 
• http://www.3d-resources.com  - 3D Resources.com 
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5.1.2 Starting Point – Default Kitchen 

The starting point was a simple default kitchen, created by 
the author. On purpose it was very plain, even quite boring. Its only 
function was to serve as a crude example and create the right kind of 
attitude for the kitchen design task. The default kitchen furniture 
consisted of a table, single chair, lamp, oven and kitchen sink. The 
table and the chair were not from the catalog and were very simple 
and rude. Lamp, oven and kitchen sink were also not included in the 
catalog, so there were no fixed alternatives to them. However, they 
could be modified freely. 

Intentionally some pieces of furniture were not placed in 
optimal locations, for example the kitchen sink was positioned in 
front of the window. Also the default colors for the room were set 
quite ”interesting”; the idea was to motivate people to change them. 
The style was somewhere from the seventies; walls were set green 
(color 45), floor and ceiling grayish blue (color 44). Also the oven 
and the kitchen sink were colored with the same grayish blue color. 
Few furniture found from the room were brown (color 37) and the 
lamp bright red (color 33). Figure 5.2 shows the default kitchen. 

Figure 5.2: Default kitchen model used as a starting point in the experiment.
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5.1.3 Evaluation Methods 

The research objectives in this experiment were following: 
• To find out how useful (strengths and weaknesses) does the test 

users report VIDS? 
• To find out what are the attributes make an immersive VR 

interior design system practical? 
Because both aspects are important, both qualitative and 

quantitative analysis was carried out. To find out all the necessary 
results, there were three main methods: average values, observations 
and interview results. Several average values were calculated from 
the data. The most important of these were the following: 
• Number of design requests: Total number of design requests 

made in the whole session. This was measured as in integer 
value. 

• Number of objects: Total number of objects in the final kitchen 
model. This was measured as in integer value. 

• Requests / object: Relation between number of design requests 
and objects in the final kitchen model. This was measured as in 
decimal value. 

• Complexity of the final model: Number of polygons in the final 
kitchen model. This was measured as in integer value. 

Various types of observations were made during the sessions, 
both from the process (user behavior during the experiment) and the 
kitchen models (intermediate versions as well as the final kitchen). 
After the test the users were interviewed with a semi-structured 
interview (questions introduced in Appendix F). Also the wizard was 
interviewed after all the 24 test persons had completed the task. The 
following subsections will present the results from the experiment. 
Section 5.2 will introduce the results from the interviews and Section 
5.3 describes the findings from the observations & average values. 

5.2 Interview Results 

This section presents the most important results and findings 
from the user interviews. First subsection discusses collaborative 
interior design in general, while the second one presents opinions 
and comments about VIDS. Third subsection introduces results 
about interior design preferences and the fourth one describes 
findings about important kitchen design issues. Some of the 
interview results are also partially discussed in Section 5.3 
Observations & Average Values. 
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5.2.1 About Collaborative Interior Design 

”We were able to find common language & terminology…”  
(male, 29 years) 

One of the most important general objectives of the interview 
was to find out how people feel about collaborative interior design 
and especially how they experienced it in immersive VR with VIDS. 
In general, majority of the test persons liked the collaborative design 
model framework. Most users commented that it was fun and easy to 
test different alternatives. Defining “general lines” and colors was 
simple and straightforward. Co-operation was experienced as both 
fun and educational situation. In most cases all the desired 
modifications were completed swiftly and thus made quickly visible 
to the users. Some users (16%) complained that occasionally it took 
too much time to complete some of the design requests, but 
generally the co-operation and communication between the users 
and the wizard went smoothly without any major problems 
(“Usually he realized it immediately and I got exactly what I 
wanted”). Several people mentioned that perhaps it would have been 
interesting also to be able to control everything by himself / herself. 
However, after thinking about it for a while quite many also 
commented that the UI for such kind of a system would probably be 
quite difficult to implement and for people to learn. 

5.2.2 About VIDS 

”I wonder why there isn’t these kind of systems already available in 
furnishing stores?” (female, 58 years) 

Generally most people were quite enthusiastic about VIDS. 
They saw that this kind of system would surely have commercial 
potential if the software were a little bit more reliable and faster to 
operate. Several people commented that the “big lines”, colors and 
masses were easy to define and VIDS would be great help for many 
kind of design tasks. Most important positive aspects were the real-
size view of the space and the ability to move freely and observe 
things from different perspectives. Some users mentioned that VIDS 
would probably have “almost unlimited number of application 
areas”. When asked about the immersion, 22% of the test users 
mentioned that they got really immersed (“I thought I could put the 
catalogue on that table”), 35% said that they were partially 
immersed (“When moving, I sometimes really think I am in there”) 
and 43% were constantly aware that the whole system was just an 
illusion (“Rough graphics and delays continuously reminded me that 
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this is just a game”). However, none of the users complained that 
lack of immersion would have had any negative impact or lowered 
the quality of the experience. 

Naturally the test users had also several improvement ideas 
related to VIDS. The most common complaint was about the delays. 
As expected, the export/import-delay related to the synchronization 
process caused some irritation. Final kitchen models were usually 
quite complex in the sense of polygon count. The average number of 
polygons in final kitchens was around 11 000, which caused about 
17 seconds of export/import-delay in the later parts of the design 
session. This kind of delay was enough to aggravate some of the test 
users but was still acceptable for most of them. Naturally there was 
also delay caused by the wizard when fulfilling the design request in 
hand. Some tasks were quite complicated and required a lot of time 
to complete. But in general, all the users sympathized the wizard and 
made no complaints about his performance. 

The use of catalogue raised discussion. Most people agreed 
that some kind of pre-defined system is necessary; otherwise the task 
would take considerable amount of time while explaining all the 
details from scratch etc. Also the task of the wizard would have been 
much more challenging. However, the current catalogue system was 
far from perfect. Several users complained that it was quite difficult 
to read small numbers in the catalogue, especially in the dark. Also 
the tiny color samples in the catalogue looked different when 
compared to “real-life” colors, especially with the dim lighting in 
EVE. Couple of users suggested that the whole catalogue should be 
somehow integrated to the software. This way the furniture or 
whatever objects the design task involves could be examined in the 
EVE as well as check all the colors available for them. Also some 
people would have liked to use materials instead of colors. For 
example if one wishes to create an oak table, it would be nice just to 
pick material “oak” than to try to find out the most appropriate color. 
Several people mentioned also that textures would have increased 
the realism and sense of presence. Some suggested that perhaps the 
catalogue should have been given to the users beforehand so that 
they could have been prepared. 

For this particular task, the test users had several 
improvement ideas related to the catalogue. They felt that there were 
several important issues lacking. Among the things mentioned were 
different types of lamps (both pendants and lights to the floors & 
walls), sinks, ovens (also microwave ovens), fridges, water taps, 
dishwashers, cooker fans, televisions, carpets, curtains, paintings and 
all kinds of other small details (tablecloths, towels, cleats, candles, 
dish sets, plants & flowers) to make the kitchen more lively and 
realistic. In addition, several users would have liked to modify the 
window, for example to change the location or style. Also reportedly 
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it would have been nice if there had been some kind of background 
environment shown through the window instead of the current empty 
space. One user would have liked to have ”catalogue with more 
experimental forms”, i.e. variety of forms where one could have 
built his/her own furniture. Several users expressed their need for 
bigger entities, for example upper and lower element of kitchen 
cabinet representing the same style should have been somehow 
grouped together in the catalogue. 

Table 5.1 shows the summary of interview results related to 
VIDS and collaborative design. 

Issue Positive Neutral Negative 
“Interesting experience” 100% fully agreed 0% partially agreed 0% disagreed 

“Easy to use” 85% had no 
problems 

15% had some 
problems 

0% had serious 
problems 

“Practical to move” 90% had no 
problems 

10% had some 
problems at first 

0% had serious 
problems 

“Immersed?” 25% were fully 
immersed 

44% were semi-
immersed 

31% were not 
immersed 

“Cybersickness?” 77% had no 
problems 

23% had some 
symptoms 

0% had to quit 
unfinished 

“Smooth communication 
with wizard” 

71% were able to 
find common 
language smoothly 

29% had minor 
problems with 
communication 

0% had severe 
problems with 
communication 

“Could have commercial 
potential” 

69% predicted very 
bright future 

31% had some 
doubts (or expected 
improvements) 

0% saw no 
future for this 
kind of system 

“Were able to finish the 
kitchen” 

88% succeeded in 
time 

8% were satisfied 
but could have still 
done something 

4% would have 
wanted to 
continue session 

Table 5.1: Summary of interview results about VIDS and collaborative design. 

5.2.3 About Interior Design Preferences 

”Space is very important, all furniture must be light.”  
(female, 43 years) 

One of the questions that the interviewer asked from the test 
users was related to their preferences in interior design – when they 
are designing, do they emphasize style, practicality, colors or 
something else? This was a general query, not just for kitchen 
design. The motivation behind this question and others associated to 
it was to find out what are the most important issues in interior 
design. Then it would be possible to try to analyze how much VIDS 
supports evaluating them. Naturally these aspects are related to 
personal opinion and a matter of taste, so the answers varied quite 
much. However, some interesting observations can be made.  
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Most of the users (52%) said that the most important issue is 
practicality –including also social and functional aspects, meaning 
enough space, roomy, etc. Couple of people also mentioned that this 
is naturally more important and essential in a small room than in a 
larger one. But also stylistic matters were considered quite 
significant. Among the things mentioned were nice appearance, 
colors, atmosphere, aesthetics and elegance. Several users pointed 
out that if they really were in the position where they could start 
everything from scratch (“puhtaalta pöydältä” being the actual 
Finnish term used) they would do this and that. However, as most of 
them noticed, in real life this is seldom the case. Usually there are 
already some existing issues such as some furniture, some wall 
color, some style, etc., and the new object(s) must at least to some 
extent match to them. This obviously affects both practical and 
stylistic matters. Also the price of the furniture was mentioned by 
some, as well as durability. 

When organized according to the popularity among the test 
users the different interior design preferences were: 
• Practicality & functionality (52 %) 
• Stylistic matters (appearance, aesthetics, elegance) (25 %) 
• Price (11 %) 
• Colors & atmosphere (8 %)  
• Durability (4 %) 

The results are in line with previous findings, for example the 
experiments conducted by Yoon et al. (2008, 2009). In their studies 
they were able to extract eight possible factors of consideration for 
furniture choices: style, color, price, construction quality, ease of 
maintenance, comfort, material and match with other items. 

5.2.4 About Kitchen 

”You spend a lot of time there – it must be comfortable and 
practical” (male, 34 years) 

In the interview there were also detailed question about 
kitchen preferences – what is the meaning of it to the users and what 
they think are the most important aspects related to it? Once again, 
the objective behind this was to find out what are the most important 
aspects in kitchen – to be able then to study if kitchens created with 
VIDS have these properties? Obviously also these preferences are 
tightly associated with matter of taste and personal opinion, so there 
was lot of variance with the results. Nevertheless, some 
generalizations can be made. The meaning of kitchen naturally 
varies; for some people it is “just a regular room where you visit 
(cook) when necessary” while others consider it to be “the most 
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important room in the whole home” and some even admit that they 
“perhaps spend too much time there”. There are those who use 
kitchen just for cooking and eat their meals somewhere else, for 
example in the living room, and those who use it both for cooking 
and eating. However, in this experimental task the kitchen was 
supposed to be designed so that it should support both of these tasks. 

The most important issue in kitchen is obviously cooking. 
This requires at minimum some running water and some way of 
cooking food. This is the basics. But a good and functional kitchen 
requires also practicality. Practicality consists of several issues. One 
of the most important things is to have enough storing space, in 
kitchen cabinets or somewhere else. There just seems to be never too 
much storing space. It is also essential to have everything logically 
positioned, for example things that are needed together are located 
close to each other. This includes the locations of tables, fridges, 
kitchen cabinets, sink etc. There should be also enough free space to 
prepare food, in some cases also for two people working together, so 
the kitchen should not be too narrow and/or full of furniture. Also 
social aspects and relations in family were considered important. 
Several people mentioned that they would like to have a kitchen 
where you can socialize. This requires enough space for people – 
preferably seats for at least four, maybe even for six people. 

To summarize, issues that were repeated in several 
conversations were: 
• ”Enough storing space” (59%) 
• ”Enough worktops where to put items” (24%) 
• “Enough seating places” (18%) 
• “Not too narrow, enough space to cook” (17%) 
• ”Fridge not too far from the main table” (12%) 

“Reality Check” 

These issues were briefly compared with experiences from 
the Omakotimaailma design studio. The author interviewed their 
long-time kitchen planner to find out what kind of experiences she 
has had from her clients during the years. Following is a summary of 
these aspects. 

• About ”Enough storing space”: 
Enough storing space is always necessary; the aim is usually to 
maximize the sufficiency of storing space, appearance and 
practicality. Priorities among these naturally change between 
different users. Kitchen is always designed individually and 
based on users´ habits and routines. 
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• About ”Enough worktops where to put items”: 
Enough worktops is naturally an important issue. 

• About “Enough seating places”: 
Seating places are usually around the dining table, not fixed to 
the kitchen. Naturally this is taken into consideration, especially 
if we are dealing with a type of kitchen where the dining table is 
in the middle of everything. This requires considerable amount 
of space so that everyone gets 60cm width for every chair as well 
as 80cm rear space. Naturally also the dining table requires its 
own space, which may sometimes be substantial. 

• About “Not too narrow, enough space to cook”: 
The physical space for the kitchen is usually already earlier 
defined by the architect. In some cases within renovation the 
client together with the salesperson can make some 
modifications (if there is a possibility to move inner walls). But 
other than that, the kitchen furniture must adapt to the space as 
practically as possible. 

• About ”Fridge not too far from the main table”: 
Typically the fridge is not that close to the dining table. Usually 
the most important aspects for positioning the fridge are 
centrality and appearance (does the user want to hide the fridge 
or is it ok to be in sight). Next to the fridge one commonly 
requires worktops for example for groceries, for making snacks 
and for other essential daily tasks. If the main table is in the 
kitchen, its purpose in addition to being a practical instrument for 
dining is also to serve as a furnishing element. So its surface 
material affects its compatibility to the other kitchen furniture. 
However, nowadays there are less and less kitchens where the 
dining table is actually in the middle of the kitchen. Usually the 
actual dining table is somewhere else, close to the kitchen but in 
another room next to it. There may be some kind of small dining 
space in the kitchen for example for morning breakfast or 
afternoon snacks. Sometimes this is solved with a bar stool next 
to a storage space. 

Results from the user interviews seem to correlate with 
the Omakotimaailma’s experiences. The only difference derives 
mainly from the fact that in this design task putting the main 
dining table inside the kitchen was compulsory; there were no 
other rooms available. In real life this is not necessarily the case. 

Public knowledge about functional kitchen design 
includes design principles based on building codes, safety 
standards and functional preferences (Fischer et al., 1989). 
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Naturally building codes and safety standards should be violated 
only in exceptional cases, whereas functional preferences may 
vary from designer to designer. An example of functional 
preference is that the “work triangle” (lines drawn from each of 
the three primary work stations in the kitchen - the food storage, 
preparation/cooking, and clean-up stations) should have a 
perimeter less than 26 feet (7,92m). Some popular kitchen design 
principles can be found for example at http://www.kuche-
cucina.com/decora/declayout.html

5.3 Observations & Average Values  

Various types of observations were made and average values 
calculated from the design sessions. This section presents the most 
important results and findings. Some of the observations have been 
combined with the results acquired from the user interviews. First 
subsection presents some general observations and the second one 
introduces two examples of final kitchen models. Third subsection 
lists all the measured average values and the fourth one compares 
important kitchen features discovered earlier from the interviews 
with the actual final kitchen models created by the test users. 

5.3.1 General Observations 

Most test users were thrilled with the possibility to move 
around in the virtual world. Even though the kitchen was not a 
massive room, every user changed their viewpoint regularly during 
the design session. Especially novice users were very impressed and 
commented that easy and intuitive navigation method was one of the 
best features of the VIDS system. 

For some users the simultaneous use of wand and catalogue 
seemed to be a little bit difficult – they wanted to use both hands for 
both tasks. For example, some dropped the catalogue to the floor 
when they wanted to navigate. In some cases the users also wanted 
to use their hands to illustrate their visions or point out things for the 
wizard (“I want that chair to that corner over there”). One example 
of such behavior is shown in Figure 5.3. This kind of action seemed 
to be clearly related to the concept of immersion – the more 
immersed test user was, the more he used his or her hands. It also 
seemed to be an expression of confidence and respect towards the 
wizard; that he sees everything that they do. This is partially true as 
the wizard is a kind of Big Brother who sees all and knows all. 
However, as he is sitting in front of his own monitor his viewpoint to 
the scene may be completely different than the users. 
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Figure 5.3: “I want that chair to that corner over there.”

As mentioned earlier, the default position for the kitchen sink 
was directly in front of the window. The idea behind this was that it 
was considered to be not the optimal position, e.g. there was no 
place to store the dishes etc. The intention was to gently motivate the 
test users to change the location to whatever they wanted. However, 
people do not always act as they are expected. Quarter (25%) of the 
test users did not move the kitchen sink and oven at all. When 
questioned about it, the answer was either that they were already 
satisfied with the location or that they thought they were not 
permitted to move them. One user who had an engineering 
background even told that he supposed that pipes and other hardware 
were already placed, so it would be very difficult and expensive to 
modify them anymore. This is naturally true – in real life. 

During the experiment it became clear that VIDS software 
had a small but nasty memory leak. This resulted in the navigation 
component to crash at least once in every test user design session, 
usually within the synchronization process during or after the 
importing phase. However, this was not such a serious problem 
because the exporting phase was already completed and the 
intermediate kitchen version saved to disk. So the navigation 
software could be simply restarted with that particular version and 
the user could instantly continue what he or she had been doing. 
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Usually the system was up and running again in about 20 seconds. 
None of the test users complained or expressed any frustration over 
this; it seems that people are used to the fact that modern computer 
technology requires a reboot or restart every once in a while…

Some usability problems appeared with the user interface of 
Wings3D, which is shown in Figure 5.4. For example when adding 
an object, in Wings3D it appeared first into the middle of the kitchen 
about in the right scale and mostly in the floor level. This was a good 
thing in the way that the wizard always knew where it ended. 
However, this also meant that the every object had to be manually 
moved to its correct location. This took some time, especially if the 
wizard’s current viewpoint was somewhere far away. While this was 
not such a severe issue, it caused some extra delay to the completion 
times of several user requests. More optimal solution would 
probably be that when adding items they appear always in front of 
the wizard’s current point of view. In general, extra care should 
naturally be taken to ensure as smooth wizard interface as possible. 
Previous WOz studies have shown that when there is less demand on 
the wizard, he can pay more attention to the user and the 
environment, perform necessary activities more easily, and 
contribute more observations to the evaluation of the experience 
(Dow et al., 2005). 

Figure 5.4: Example of a kitchen in progress with Wings3D. 
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5.3.2  Examples of Final Kitchen Models 

Two examples of final kitchen models can be seen in Figures 
5.5 and 5.6. They represent two quite different approaches, one is 
very simple and the other quite detailed. Figures of all final kitchens 
are included in Appendix D and Appendix E shows one example of 
a complete design process with all intermediate versions. 

Figure 5.5: Example of a simple kitchen with just a couple of chairs and a small cupboard. 

The simple kitchen shown in Figure 5.5 was created with 23 
intermediate versions in just 29 minutes. The design proceeded with 
the following steps: First the user removed the default table and 
chair. Then he experimented with different sized oval tables placed 
in the middle of the room. After that he placed the armchair to the 
corner and changed it to blue. Then he changed the table to light 
green. After this he had a change of mind and replaced the table with 
another type (quadrangular). After modifying its size and location 
slightly a chair was added next to it. That chair was quickly replaced 
with another type and a second one was added to the other side. The 
type of the table was modified once more and the table as well as the 
chairs were colored black. The armchair was then changed to red. 
Finally there were a couple of experiments with various wall colors 
until the final gray color was chosen. 
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Figure 5.6: Example of a detailed kitchen with several cabinets and other furniture. 

The detailed kitchen shown in Figure 5.6 was created with 20 
intermediate versions in 42 minutes. The design proceeded with 
following steps: First the user removed the default table as well as 
chair and moved the oven and kitchen sink to the left side of the 
room. Then she moved them to the back wall. After adding a new 
table and coloring it dark brown she then added six brown chairs 
next to it. Then she made the table and a little bit smaller, colored all 
walls and ceiling to bright white, and added an upper element of 
kitchen cabinet to the back wall. This cabinet was made smaller and 
moved downwards a little bit. After this, a brown kitchen cabinet 
was added next to the oven. Then she colored the kitchen sink with 
the same brown color and added another brown kitchen cabinet next 
to the kitchen sink. After changing all the handles of the kitchen 
cabinets to gray, to represent metallic material, another similar upper 
element of cabinet was added next to the previous one. Then she 
added yet another brown kitchen cabinet on the left side of the room. 
This cabinet was made smaller, moved more to the left and two 
metallic gray fridges added next to it. At the same time she 
experimented how the walls would look if they were all light brown. 
Then the fridges were narrowed and another upper element of 
kitchen cabinet was added to the left wall. Finally she lowered all 
upper cabinets a little bit, modified fridges to be slightly higher and 
returned all walls back to bright white. 
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5.3.3 Average Values

This subsection lists all the measured average values from 
the design experiment. The values are number of design requests 
(intermediate versions), number of objects in the final kitchen, 
requests/object -relation and complexity of the final kitchens. 
Description of these values was presented in Sections 5.1.3. The 
values have been divided into different types of test users: people in 
general, men, women, users with or without designer background 
and people that did or didn’t get immersed during the experiment. 
Appendix G shows more detailed box plot figures of the data. 

Number of 
design requests 

Number of 
objects 

Requests / 
object 

Complexity of 
final model 

Users in general: 18,3 13,0 1,5 10886 
Men: 17,8 12,6 1,5 9127 
Women: 19,3 13,7 1,7 13351 

With designer 
background: 

22,5 11,6 2,1 11280 

Without designer 
background: 

15,7 13,7 1,2 10661 

Got immersed 
(fully or partially): 

18,3 13,8 1,4 11869 

Did not get 
immersed: 

18,4 10,2 1,9 7544 

Table 5.2: Summary of average values from the design experiment. 

Analysis 

Number of design requests indicate several issues. Typically 
more request mean more detailed kitchen. But it may mean that user 
has made for example lot of fine adjustments to one or several 
piece(s) of furniture, such as “Move it to the left one meter.” “Move 
it back a little bit.” “Ok. Now make it brown.” “Oh no, it’s not 
good. Make it gray instead.” etc. 

Number of objects is a little bit more unambiguous indicator. 
Large number of objects means that the kitchen is detailed and has a 
lot of furniture. Naturally this does not take into consideration the 
size of objects – big table and small cabinet all count as one object. 

Request / object –relation shows in general level how many 
requests the user has made for each object. Lot of requests may 
mean meticulous or indecisive client. 

Complexity of final model indicates how much polygons the 
kitchen furniture contains. This is not very clear indicator because 
the polygon count of different furniture models varies very widely. 
For example some tables are crude while some have small details 
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and thus lot of polygons. But together with number of objects the 
complexity of final model can tell something about space utilization 
etc. 

One should notice that none of these values tell anything 
about the “quality” of the kitchen, they only describe the process. 
There are also some interesting side remarks that can be derived 
from the statistical data. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
was calculated to check if there are statistical differences between 
males & females and designers & ”ordinary people”. There was no 
statistical difference between males and females in any of the 
variables but between designers and “ordinary people” there was 
significant difference in the number of design requests (p = 
0,025579). As a consequence, also relation of design requests per 
object showed statistical difference (p = 0,005435). One can only 
speculate what this means – does people with designer background 
have sort of more demanding character, do they just want to adjust 
things over and over again? This is an interesting question but would 
require a study of its own – the small sample of designers in this 
experiment does not allow precise conclusions about this subject. 
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show box-plot figures of these variables. 

Figure 5.7: Box-plot figure of number of design  
requests comparing designers and non-designers. 
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Figure 5.8: Box-plot figure of requests per object comparing designers and non-designers. 

Another interesting statistical difference was related to 
number of objects. Immersed people created kitchens that had more 
objects than those who did not get immersed (p = 0,048334). This 
can probably be explained by a degree of perception. If you are 
immersed you can perceive the space surrounding you much better. 
This way the room also accommodates more objects and the space 
utilization is more optimal. Results from the interview seem to 
confirm this – immersed users appeared to be most satisfied with 
their final kitchens. Figure 5.9 displays a box-plot figure of this 
variable. Interested reader can check Appendix G, which shows all 
the box-plot figures gathered from the kitchen design experiment. 

Figure 5.9: Box-plot figure of number of objects  
comparing immersed and non-immersed users. 
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5.3.4 Important Kitchen Features 

One way to analyze the effectiveness of VIDS is to examine 
if the end results (finished kitchens) match real life, i.e. are similar to 
real actual kitchens. Summary of the most common and important 
issues related to kitchen design were acquired from the interviews 
and discussed in the earlier section.  

By observing the final kitchen models it is possible to see if 
these issues are included in the rooms created by the test users.  
Unfortunately these kitchen features represent qualitative aspects 
and are thus also somewhat vague and ambiguous; the word 
“enough” can mean various things in different concepts. For 
example one can wonder what is sufficient number of kitchen 
cabinets when discussing about “enough storing space”? Thorough 
consideration was required to be able to define the accurate 
explanations of each feature. Following subsubsections introduce the 
precise definitions used in this analysis. There are also sample 
pictures (Figures 5.10 – 5.14) showing examples of each feature. 

In the end of this subsection there is a table showing all the 
features and what percentage of test users succeeded to include that 
particular feature in their kitchen. Naturally one must take into 
account the fact that different users had different opinions about 
what is important in a kitchen and what is not. When considering 
“total success ratio” about the effectiveness of VIDS these features 
should be weighted with their popularity among the test users in the 
interviews, as discussed in Section 5.2.4. 

“Enough storing space” 

In this analysis a kitchen was considered to have enough 
storing space if there were at least two medium-sized kitchen 
cabinets. Figure 5.10 shows an example of with multiple cabinets. 

Figure 5.10: Example of a kitchen with “enough storing space”. 
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“Enough worktops where to put items” 

In this analysis a kitchen was considered to have enough 
worktops if there were at least some worktop in addition to the sink 
cabinet. Figure 5.11 shows an example of a kitchen with several 
possible worktops. 

Figure 5.11: Example of a kitchen with “enough worktops where to put items”. 

“Enough seating places” 

In this analysis a kitchen was considered to have enough 
seating places if there were seats for at least four people. Figure 5.12 
shows an example of a kitchen with a large number of chairs. 

Figure 5.12: Example of a kitchen with “enough seating places”. 
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“Not too narrow, enough space to cook” 

In this analysis a kitchen was considered to have enough 
space to cook if there was clear unobstructed areas around oven, 
sink, fridge and main table. Figure 5.13 shows an example of a 
spacious kitchen. 

Figure 5.13: Example of a kitchen which is “not too narrow”. 

“Fridge not too far from the main table” 

In this analysis a kitchen was considered to have its fridge 
close enough to the main table if the route between them did not 
exceed a couple of steps. Figure 5.14 shows an example of a kitchen 
with reasonable distance between the fridge and the main table. 

  

Figure 5.14: Example of a kitchen where “the fridge is not too far from the main table”. 
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Summary 

Table 5.3 shows a summary of all the features and how many 
(%) succeeded to include that particular feature in their kitchen. The 
figures are promising. 

Feature Implemented 
“Enough storing 

space” 
79 % 

“Enough worktops 
where to put items” 

83 % 
“Enough seating 

places” 
91 % 

“Not too narrow, 
enough space to cook” 

100 % 
“Fridge not too far 

from the main table” 
79 % 

Table 5.3: Summary of important kitchen features implemented by users. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

The main objective in this thesis was to find out how to 
create a simple immersive VR interior design system using a 
collaborative model? This issue has been studied thoroughly and one 
example application has been built. Comments from the test users 
and comparison to the previous projects show that none of the 
desired functionality was lost in the process. This chapter discusses 
the potential of immersive virtual interior design systems. What the 
results mean for VIDS (pros & cons) and what more general results 
we can we derive from them. The strengths and weaknesses of VIDS 
are presented in Section 6.1, attributes of practical immersive VR 
interior design system are described in Section 6.2 and possible 
future work for VIDS is discussed in Section 6.3. 

6.1 Strengths & Weaknesses of VIDS 

Here is a list of most important strengths and weaknesses of 
the system as reported by the test users: 

+ Allows free movement: enables the user to move freely and 
observe various things and details easily from different 
perspectives. Based on the experiments, this was clearly one of 
the most important issues (Sections 5.2 and 5.3). This feature 
naturally requires an ergonomic and flexible input device & 
travel technique that is easy to master (Section 2.4). 

+ Allows real-size view of the space: one can get a complete first-
person perspective view of the surroundings quickly & easily. 
This is very important for effective interior design (Sections 5.2 
& 5.3). 

+  Allows better space utilization: free movement and real-size 
view contribute strongly to the possible immersion achieved 
within VR. Immersion seems to have a positive effect on the 
design results as one can perceive the surrounding space very 
efficiently. Research has shown that immersed people create 
more detailed interiors (more objects) than non-immersed 
(Section 5.3). 

+  Allows fast editing: modifications are instantly visible to the 
users. In most of the previous immersive VR interior design 
applications the VR has been used just for walkthrough 
experience, and possible modifications to the model must have 
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been done later off-line. However, as VIDS has shown, 
immediate feedback is often much more beneficial (Section 5.2). 

+ Encourages practical collaboration: naturally different types of 
collaboration are possible also in also other modes of design but 
collaborative work in immersive VR seems to be especially fun 
and meaningful way to do design (Section 5.2).  It allows also 
amateurs to participate fully into the work. 

+ Keeps working environment always under total control: in 
immersive VR all distractions can be removed so that the user 
can concentrate completely on the current task at hand. On the 
other hand, virtual extensive background can also be easily 
added to help the users into the right mood (Section 5.3).  

- Delay issue caused some irritation: Although the chosen 
synchronization process is straightforward and simple, it also 
causes delays related to the model export/import. This irritated 
some users. However, the problem is mostly just a technical 
issue and can probably be solved with slightly different system 
architecture (Sections 5.2 and 5.3). 

- The catalogue system should be improved: Most users agreed 
that some kind of pre-defined system is necessary, but the 
current catalogue system was far from perfect. Several 
improvements were suggested (Section 5.2). 

6.1.1 “Iconicity” of a Design Tool 

One can briefly consider the benefits of immersive VR from 
a philosophical point of view. A term called iconicity is the 
conceived similarity or analogy between a form of a sign and its 
meaning, as opposed to arbitrariness. For example, Charles Morris 
(1946) considered that a sign was iconic to the extent that it had the 
same properties as it referent. According to this conception, iconicity 
becomes a question of degrees: a film is more iconic of a person than 
a painted portrait, but less so than the person itself. Abraham Moles 
(1981) elaborated on this proposal by constructing a scale that 
comprised 13 degrees of iconicity. This scale proceeded from 0 
(verbal description of object) to 12 (the real object) with 
intermediate values such as 5 (a technical drawing) and 9 (a 
photography). Such a conception of iconicity is generally considered 
problematic, not only because distinctions of different nature appear 
to be involved, but also because it takes for granted that identity is 
the highest degree of iconicity, and that the illusion of perceptual 
resemblance typically produced, in different ways, by the scale 
model and the picture sign, are as close as we can come to iconicity 
short of identity. 
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Because philosophical debates are outside the scope of this 
thesis, this background information is used just as a source of 
inspiration. With similar fashion, the author can propose a scale of 
“iconicity” of the interior design tools: 
1. Verbal description 
2. Manual drawing 
3. Computer-generated (2D) printed drawing 
4. Animation / video clip 
5. CAD-image (desktop VR) 
6. Immersive VR-image 
7. Real object(s) 

Scale of “iconicity”, i.e. the order shown in this particular list 
is based mostly on visualization capabilities. One cannot 
unambiguously say that the bigger the number the better the tool. If 
some other attribute is emphasized the order could be somewhat 
different. These other attributes could be, for example, how easy it is 
to see the effect of modifications, what is the price of modifications, 
etc. Some of these other attributes are shown in Table 6.1. The table 
displays the attributes with short explanations of each attribute to 
each tool. In general, immersive VR seems to succeed quite well. 
Only the price level of the tool provides certain challenges. 

Visual quality 
(level of 
realism etc.) 

Visualization 
capabilities 
(viewpoints 
etc.)  

Easiness to 
see effect of 
modifications 

Price of 
modifi-
cations 
(euros) 

Price of 
tool 
(euros) 

Verbal 
description 

Minimal (only 
listener’s 
imagination) 

Minimal (only 
listener’s 
imagination) 

Minimal (only 
listener’s 
imagination) 

Free Free 

Manual 
drawing 

Low (depends 
on drawing 
skills) 

New drawing 
required every 
time 

New drawing 
required every 
time 

Low Low 

Computer –
generated 
(2D) printed 
drawing 

Photo-realistic New print 
required every 
time 

New print 
required for 
every 
modification 

Low Medium 

Animation / 
video clip 

Photo-realistic New rendering 
required every 
time 

New rendering 
required for 
every 
modification 

Medium Medium 

CAD-image 
(desktop VR) 

Photo-realistic User may 
modify 
viewpoint 
freely 

User sees 
modifications 
immediately 

Low High 

Immersive 
VR image 

Photo-realistic, 
real-size view 

User may 
modify 
viewpoint 
freely 

User sees 
modifications 
immediately 

Low Very 
high 

Real objects Photo-realistic, 
real-size view 

Unlimited Lot of waiting High High 

Table 6.1: Attributes of different interior design tools. 
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6.2 Attributes of Practical Immersive VR Interior Design System  

Based on the research described in previous chapters, some 
attributes for efficient and ergonomic immersive VR interior design 
system can be summarized: 

• Real-size view is essential. The system should provide the user 
with a realistic first-person perspective of the environment. 
Naturally this type of view is achieved almost automatically to 
some extent if the VR system is truly immersive. However, 
different technical systems have different capabilities for this. 
For example, because of the larger field of vision (FOV) a virtual 
immersive room is probably more practical than for example a 
HMD. 

• The system should be embedded with an ergonomic, quick and 
practical way to move around the environment. Wand with 
throttle & steering used in VIDS is one quite good example. 
However, there is room for improvement; for example the travel 
technique should be improved to make the operation with one 
hand more obvious. 

• The possibility to collaborate is important. In traditional HCI the 
user just commands a “dumb” computer, which does just as 
clever or stupid things as requested. However, interior design is 
most often negotiations and finding a common solution to a 
problem. It would be extremely beneficial to split that kind of 
design task into parts. Collaborative design model employed 
with VIDS is one example but there may be others also. It might 
be better if some of the design tasks would be accessible for the 
user also, such as simple additions/removal or moving of objects. 
Naturally the UI for object manipulation should be practical and 
easy to learn. Complicated tasks should still be left for the 
wizard to handle. The wizard interface should be designed with 
the wizard operators’ perceptual, cognitive and motor skills in 
mind (Dow et al., 2005). 

• If some type of pre-defined catalogue for furniture etc. is used, it 
should preferably be merged into the software. The experiment 
with VIDS showed clearly that a separate document was not 
practical enough. However, also a merged catalogue requires a 
careful implementation, as discussed by LaViola (1999). 

• To make sure that interior design goes swiftly and smoothly, all 
design modifications should be visible to the user as soon as 
possible. If the user is allowed to make simple alterations by 
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himself, they naturally should be immediately in sight. But also 
the bigger changes performed by wizard should be quickly 
visible so that the user can make sure the wizard has understood 
the requests correctly. The procedure applied in VIDS is not 
fully satisfactory in this domain. In order to solve this problem, 
the integration of CAD and VR systems should be solved more 
seamlessly as discussed in Subsection 4.1.2. Luckily there has 
been some promising progress in this research area. For example, 
CADPIPE-project (CADPIPE, 2006) aimed to create a 
simplified, high quality 3D CAD data optimizer and 
development tool for native design data to be transformed as real 
time rendering purposes. The result was a system that imports 
file formats and converts them to the common CADPIPE format, 
which is following the OpenSceneGraph standard. Visual editor 
toolset gives the possibility to edit the 3D modules or content of 
the 3D files. Several properties will be possible to add and edit 
inside the system. After building the final scene for viewing the 
scene file will be exported to the rendering engine. Another 
promising project was UNI-VERSE (UNI-VERSE, 2007) which 
aimed to produce an open source Internet platform for multi-
user, interactive, distributed, high-quality 3D graphics and audio 
for home, public and personal use. The technology itself is based 
on the “Verse” network protocol (see http://verse.blender.org) 
and comprises a central server system that acts as a hub and 
passes messages on to the end user. Communication is carried 
out instantly using the protocol, thus negating the need to access 
data through traditional load/save features. This system also 
protects against data loss in the event of a crash. The protocol 
includes advanced features such as high dynamic range textures 
and shader trees. 

Naturally there are also several other important features 
that can be found in a good (desktop) interior design program. 
These include for example realistic lighting & shadows 
simulation, cost estimation & material list and various pre-
designed sample plans to get ideas & inspiration. An interested 
reader can check for example the comparison chart found from 
http://home-design-software-review.toptenreviews.com/. All the 
issues listed there, as well as many others, should be realized 
also to immersive VR interior design system. 
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6.3 VIDS Future Work 

VIDS has shown that it has good potential in helping the 
interior design process. However, there is a lot of room for 
improvements. Fortunately VIDS was created farsightedly to be 
modular and extendable. If necessary, one can re-factor or replace 
either the navigation or design module. Following subsections 
present some of the possible future work planned for VIDS. 

�
�
6.3.1 Replace Wizard with Speech Recognition 

One futuristic scenario would be that wizard could be 
replaced with a sort of artificial intelligence, i.e. software with 
speech recognition. This issue was partly studied by LaViola with 
his Room Designer –application (LaViola, 1999). To be really 
efficient and practical, this kind of system would require fast and 
reliable speech recognition software and very complicated CAD 
software or extensive modifications to some existing one.  To find 
more practical speech recognition software than the ViaVoice used 
in the navigation studies, The author carried some experiments with 
different Linux speech recognition systems (Laakso, 2005). Both 
open-source (7) and commercial (3) alternatives were tested. Based 
on the results there were at least three potentially usable speech 
recognition engines. CVoiceControl, CMU Sphinx2 and PerlBox 
were all easy to install and worked quite reliably & quickly. They 
were also all quite complete and thoroughly documented. By 
studying and modifying some (or all) of them it could be possible to 
create interesting user interfaces for also VR design. Commercial 
alternatives were somewhat of a disappointment. Most of the 
companies did not even bother to respond to any questions, even 
though they advertised Linux-versions at their web pages. It seems 
that Linux was at that time still not yet big enough market for most 
companies. But open-source alternatives seem to be at least as good 
as the commercial ones. 

6.3.2 Possible Other Areas of Use 

The system has been designed with interior design primarily 
in mind, but VIDS seems to have a lot of potential in helping with 
various other types of design also. Immersive big virtual room 
allows designing products in real size and in real time. Collaborative 
design model provides good aids for co-operation and teamwork. 
There are several application fields where VR has already been used; 
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just a few of the possible example areas (some shown in Figure 6.1) 
include 
•••• Car design (Dmitriev, 2004) (Gennaro, 2003) 
•••• Ship design (Doig and Kaeding, 2007) 
•••• Airplane cabin design (Winch, 2009) 
•••• Factory design (machinery positioning etc.) (Iqbal and Hashmi, 

M., 2001) 
•••• Architectural design (Fröst and Warren, 2000) 
•••• Lighting design (Savioja et al., 2003) 
•••• Urban design (planning of roads and passages etc.) (Ceconello 

and Paquet, 2007) (El Araby and Okiel, 2003) 

Figure 6.1: Some examples of possible other applications for VIDS. Pictures show areas of 
urban design (photo courtesy of E. Araby), ship design (photo courtesy of R. Doig) and 
airplane cabin design (photo courtesy of A. Winch).

All of these design areas deal with rather large and bulky 
objects that are highly customizable. They can be watched and 
modified in real size in EVE.  Of course there are no obstacles for 
designing also smaller items. They can be scaled bigger if necessary. 
However, doing work in real size increases the sense of realism, 
presence and flow. And VIDS is meant to serve as a general tool for 
sketching and “drawing the big lines”; there are better instruments 
for meticulous adjustment required later in the design process. 

One issue that also should be kept in mind when discussing 
about possible application areas is the illusion-based nature of VR. 
The quality or successfulness of the design can be measured only 
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visually; for example touching the object(s) is currently not possible. 
However, this is not such a severe limitation, in many cases the 
visual design aspects are the most important ones. And the general 
idea should be that one first creates virtual prototypes with VR and 
physical prototypes only later when satisfied with virtual ones. This 
should save both time and money. There has been some research 
about haptic and tactile feedback for VR, but this research is still 
mostly in its early stages. The main problem is that the devices are 
somewhat intimidating, users are commonly afraid to put these 
devices on and, once they do, they are afraid that they will break 
them or get injured. However, when this research area is eventually 
mastered the degree of virtual presence may improve dramatically. 
Interested reader can check for example results of World Haptics 
(2011). 

There is also a possibility to use audio to measure some 
aspect of design, as EVE has several loudspeakers and a 3D audio 
system capable of producing moving sound sources into three-
dimensional space. This could be used for example to simulate and 
demonstrate the acoustic properties of some room or building to be 
designed. They are not that relevant in kitchen furnishing, but for 
example when designing a concert hall or factory these issues are of 
great importance. However, changing these properties on the fly 
would be quite a challenge, because that requires additional software 
and heavy mathematics.  
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7 SUMMARY 

Advances in VR technology have created interest for 
applications of this technology for a vast variety of tasks. One 
possibly very beneficial area could be interior design. Typically 
people have difficulty envisioning how furniture will look in a room. 
VR allows them to experience the products as if they were in place 
and to experiment for example with different fabric, color and other 
attributes. Unfortunately most current VR design solutions are just 
for viewing purposes, i.e. they provide various walkthrough 
experiences of the scene. They do not support immediate 
corrections; possible modifications have to be done later “off-line”. 
Some attempts have been made to create a system allows direct 
modifications, but they have been mostly limited to academic 
prototypes. It seems that developing a “perfect” system where the 
user has total control over everything and anything is possible is a 
very ambitious and challenging mission. Behind the work described 
in this thesis is the hypothesis that this is not necessary, simpler 
collaborative solutions can be applied. 

The main research question in this thesis has been to find out 
how to create a simple immersive VR interior design system using a 
collaborative model? Based on the main research problem, three 
subquestions were defined: 
1.  How useful such a system is?  
2. What attributes make an immersive VR interior design 

system practical? 
3. What is a functional way to navigate in virtual architectural 

environments? 

The research utilized a VR room called EVE created by our 
research team. The problems were approached with a constructive 
research method. Research was started with a thorough literature 
survey on several subjects. Also previously reported VR–based 
interior design systems were studied thoroughly to adopt best 
methods and techniques. After the literature survey, design and 
implementation of a new immersive design system called VIDS was 
started. 

The first step in creation of a virtual interior design tool was 
to find a practical way to move around in different virtual 
environments. This required studying navigation theory as well as 
actual testing of several interaction devices and techniques for 
navigation. Four input devices were tested: a common trackball-
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mouse, our own self-made wand, a data glove and a speech 
recognition system. Three evaluation studies with 16 test users were 
conducted to evaluate different users’ navigation abilities with 
different tools. The experiment results indicate clearly that a typical 
wireless trackball-mouse is not the best possible choice for virtual 
environment navigation. Mouse is suitable for navigation in 2D but 
in real 3D the situation is different; using mouse is possible but 
appears to be too difficult. Part of the results can be explained with 
the insufficient hardware and software solution used in the study. 
The test results show also that speech related navigation is possible 
but not very practical yet. The system is still quite unreliable and the 
delay between the speech and its recognition is far too long, causing 
inaccuracy and unnecessary irritation. Especially the kind of 
navigation that consists of continuous movement and rotation 
requires a flexible travel technique and an input device that is easy to 
maneuver. The experiment results show that both wand and glove 
are good input devices and the travel techniques bound to them seem 
to be practical and easy to learn. Studies showed no significant 
differences in navigation performance between the two tools but 
proved that both of them are good input devices for VE navigation. 
Based on the experiments it was chosen that VIDS would utilize 
wand as the input device for navigation. 

The next step was to add the design element to the system. 
This involves issues such as object manipulation, system control and 
model integration between CAD & VR systems. Some clever and 
uncomplicated solutions were required. For designer’s UI, VIDS 
uses collaborative design model with Wizard of Oz -type input. The 
user inside the EVE can move around the model but not modify it. 
There is a wizard outside on a nearby computer, handling the actual 
model update with a CAD-program. The general idea is that the user 
makes design requests and the wizard fulfills them in co-operation 
with the user. The computers are connected so that when the wizard 
updates the model in the CAD-program, it is also updated in the 
EVE. For synchronization they share the same file system and use a 
common file format with automatic export/import. After evaluating 
several existing open-source CAD-programs, the choice for VIDS 
CAD-component was Wings3D. Combining the elements was the 
final step to complete VIDS. This required considerable effort and 
called for extensive modifications to both Wings3D and EVE 
navigator. Chosen combination solution proved to be simple and 
straightforward. Also all the intermediate versions will be 
automatically saved for later use and/or analysis. The disadvantage 
is that there will be some delays for both exporting and importing 
the model. When the combination of the elements was completed, a 
new design system was ready.  
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To determine how well immersive interior design can be 
performed using VIDS, an evaluation test with 24 test users was 
conducted. The subject of this experiment was kitchen furnishing. 
The starting point was a simple default kitchen. The users were 
given a kitchen furniture catalogue. This pamphlet showed several 
different chairs, tables, kitchen cabinets and other kitchen furniture. 
They were meant to serve as building blocks for the kitchen; the 
users could ask the wizard to add any of the objects to any place. 
These models could also be altered and modified. The kitchen 
furniture catalogue was black and white; the users were required to 
define their own colours for every object. Both qualitative and 
quantitative analysis was carried out in the experiment. To gather 
and find out all the necessary results, there were three main methods: 
average values, observations and interview results.

Analysis of the experiment results show that VIDS is a 
promising system. Collaborative design approach utilized in the 
system seems to be very effective. VIDS could have even more 
potential if certain issues would be improved. According to a user 
study, most important strengths are: a) Allows free movement b) 
Allows real-size view of the space c) Allows fast editing d) 
Promotes better space utilization e) Encourages practical 
collaboration f) Ensures that the working environment is always 
under total control. Weaknesses include the export/import delay 
caused by the chosen synchronization solution and the catalogue 
system that should be improved. Based on the research, attributes of 
practical immersive VR interior design system can be summarized: 
a) The system should provide the user with a realistic first-person 
perspective of the environment. b) The system should be embedded 
with and ergonomic, quick and practical way to move around the 
environment. c) The possibility to collaborate is important. It might 
be optimal if some of the design tasks would be accessible for the 
user also, such as simple additions/removal or moving of objects. 
Complicated tasks should still be left for the wizard to handle. d) If 
some type of pre-defined catalogue (for furniture etc.) is used, it 
should preferably be merged into the software. e) To make sure that 
interior design goes swiftly and smoothly, all design modifications 
should be visible to the user as soon as possible. 

VIDS has shown that it has good potential in the interior 
design process. Immersive large virtual room allows designing 
products in real size and in real time. Collaborative design model 
provides good aids for co-operation and teamwork. There may be 
also several other application fields where VIDS could be used. 
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APPENDIX A: Language Syntax Used in the Speech Related Navigation Experiment

<<command>> = <move_cmd> 
            | <stop_cmd> 
            | <start_cmd> 
            | shutdown . 
<move_cmd>  = move? <move_dir> -> move {2} 
            | move? <speed1> -> move {2} 
            | move? on? <speed2> -> move {3} 
            | turn <turn_dir> 
            | turn <speed1> . 
<turn_dir>  = up 
            | down 
            | upward -> up 
            | downward -> down 
            | left 
            | right 
            | to the left -> left 
            | to the right -> right . 
<move_dir>  = <turn_dir> 
            | forward 
            | backward . 
<speed1>    = faster 
            | slower . 
<speed2>    = double speed -> double 
            | half speed -> half . 
<stop_cmd>  = stop 
            | stop <doing> 
            | stop listening . 
<doing>     = moving 
            | turning . 
<start_cmd> = start listening . 

APPENDIX B: Box Plot Figures from Navigation Experiments 

Box plot provides a quick overview of the data. The box 
represents the range occupied by 50% of the observations plus an 
indication of the median. The different parts of a box plot are 
explained in the figure below. 

Following pages present the box plot figures of the data 
gathered from the navigation experiments. 
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Trial 1: Tunnel 
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Trial 2: Downtown Cruise 
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Trial 3: Search the House 
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Trial 4: Examine the Car 
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Trial 5: Relocate the Car 
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Trial 6: Find the Visitor 
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Trial 7: Catch the Plane 
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APPENDIX C:  Kitchen Catalogue
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Table 01   Table 02 

Table 03   Table 04 

Table 05   Table 06 

Table 07   Table 08 
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Table 09  Table 10 

Table 11   Table 12 

Table 13  Table 14 

Table 15   Table 16 
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Chair 01 Chair 02 Chair 03 

Chair 04 Chair 05 Chair 06    

Chair 07 Chair 08 Chair 09 
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Chair 10 Chair 11 Chair 12 

Chair 13 Chair 14 

Chair 15  Chair 16 
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Cabinet 01  Cabinet 02 

Cabinet 03  Cabinet 04 

Cabinet 05  Cabinet 06 

Cabinet 07  Cabinet 08 
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Cabinet 09  Cabinet 10 

Cabinet 11  Cabinet 12 

Cabinet 13   Cabinet 14 

  

Cabinet 15  Cabinet 16 
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Fridge 01 

Fridge 02    

Fridge 03 
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  Number         RGB-values (0-100)     Number             RGB-values (0-100) 

Also available some semi-transparent materials: 
• Glass with opacity 25% 
• Glass with opacity 50% 
• Glass with opacity 75% 
• Dark glass with opacity 25% 
• Dark glass with opacity 50% 
• Dark glass with opacity 75% 
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APPENDIX D: All 24 Final Kitchen Models
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APPENDIX E: Example of kitchen design process 

Starting point – default kitchen. 

Removed default table and chair. 

Added a table (#07) next to the left wall. 

Shrunk the table and added four chairs (#14) next to it. 
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Added a kitchen cabinet (#08) to the back wall. 

Added colours: table light brown (#58), kitchen cabinet another light brown (#57). 

Changed all walls to cream colour (#63). 

Moved kitchen sink & oven close to the right wall and added a fridge (#03). 
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Changed the fridge to dark grey (#22). 

Moved table & chairs a little bit and added a cabinet (#05, 75% opacity) next to them. 

Changed floor to brown (#37) and ceiling to light brown (#58). 

Enlarged kitchen sink and moved oven & fridge to match it. 
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Changed kitchen cabinet doors to brown (#37). 

Changed kitchen cabinet frame to light brown (#58).

Changed one more part of the kitchen cabinet (missed last time) to light brown (#58). 

Changed lamp to dark grey (#22). 
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Added one more kitchen cabinet (#10) to the left wall, colour red (#34). 

Changed this last kitchen cabinet to brown (#37). READY. 

APPENDIX F: Kitchen Design Semi-Structured Interview Questions 
1. Age, gender? (Nationality, if not Finnish?) 
2. Educational background? (Mostly if anything related to design?)  
3. Do you have any previous experience about virtual reality? 
4. In general, how do you feel about new devices and technologies? (Open-mindedly or with 

suspicion, etc.?)  
5. Have you furnished your own apartment recently? 
6. Do you emphasize style more than practicality or vice versa? 
7. In general, what does the kitchen mean to you? 
8. What issues are especially important to you in a kitchen? 
9. How did you like this experience? 
10. How did it feel to use the system? Was it easy to learn and use? 
11. Was the catalogue sufficient, were there enough options etc? 
12. What kind of problems did you encounter? What were the worst issues? 
13. Did you experience any nausea or problems with vision? 
14. During your design, did you feel immersed to the virtual reality? (Forgot that it was just 

illusion or something like that?) 
15. How well were you able to move in the virtual environment? 
16. Were you able to communicate smoothly with the super-user? 
17. Did you feel that you had enough control over everything? 
18. Were you able to finish your kitchen in time or did you have to leave it unfinished? 
19. Are you satisfied with the result? 
20. Did you have some kind of design strategy? 
21. If you were able to do it again, would you do something differently? 
22. Do you think this kind of system could be useful in the future? 
23. What kind of design activity would be best suited for virtual reality? 
24. In general, what were the good sides of the system? What about the bad sides? 
25. Do you have any more suggestions for improvements? What kind of features would you 

like to add to the system etc.? 
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APPENDIX G: 

Box Plot Figures from Kitchen Design Experiment 
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